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Introduction
DEBBIE STOTHARD

In 2019, ALTSEAN-Burma, with the cooperation of IWRAW-AP,
Manushya Foundation, and The Seagull: Human Rights, Peace &
Development Institute, conducted creative writing workshops in three
different locations in Thailand and Burma/Myanmar. Thirty women of
extremely diverse backgrounds and without experience in creative
writing, submitted drafts and story ideas, which eventually led to the
inclusion of 24 writings in this book. All stories were translated in order
to produce English, Thai and Burmese language editions.
Almost all the diverse women (including the man who was
born female) who wrote for this collection are first time writers. Many
courageously overcame self-doubt grown from systematic and casual
discrimination including exclusion from formal education, and trauma
from conflict and violence, to share something from their world.
While their writings may be raw and unpolished, we hope that
you, the reader, will feel the heartfelt sincerity in these writings. We owe
special thanks to these inspiring women for traveling to the workshops
and being part of a diverse sisterhood of trust and sharing.
ALTSEAN-Burma is grateful to Women’s Fund Asia for their
support of this project, in particular the Leading from the South
program which is resourced by the Netherlands Ministry of Foreign
Affairs. Without their support, this book would be impossible.
We also acknowledge that several of the Thai stories were first
discussed in workshops during 2018, funded by the Canadian Fund for
Local Initiatives (CFLI).
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We treasure the contributions of Dr Janie Conway Herron,
who has, over 12 years, travelled to the field with us to conduct these
workshops, supporting grassroots women to develop confidence to
share their stories and to advocate for change. We are also thankful to
Theinny Oo, Sattara Hattirat, the team at Manushya Foundation, and
Soe Aung, who helped with translation of the workshops and the
stories. Not least, thanks are owed to every member of the ALTSEANBurma team, including volunteers, who worked hard to bring the
project together.
Debbie Stothard, Coordinator, ALTSEAN-Burma.
.
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Foreword
WAI WAI NU

As a child from a minority group, being Muslim and Rohingya, it was
very difficult growing up in Yangon. I endured discrimination at school,
at the market, in the street; and teachers would call you up in front of
other students, and sometimes abuse you mentally and physically.
In Myanmar we have a very highly divided society when it
comes to the treatment of Muslims. Routine actions like getting an
identity card or even joining in at athletics in school, is complicated and
burdensome. In all of those small processes there is so much
discrimination.
Rohingya and Muslim men, women and children in Rakhine
state are subjected to more intense and systematic persecution. Women
like me face unbearable violence, marginalization and exclusion.
Childhood friends and members of my family have been amongst the
innocents killed, or arrested, tortured and forced to be porters for the
military. My life itself is a story of learning how severe discrimination
and marginalization cause grave hardship to women, especially in
Myanmar.
As I grew in knowledge and experience, I realized that my
experiences were similar to those of other women from different
communities and countries in our region. The story of military violence
shared in this book by a woman from Pattani in Southern Thailand is
familiar to me and people of Myanmar, in Rakhine State, Kachin State,
and elsewhere. The stories of being marginalized because of one’s
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identity is sadly not strange to us. It is a disease that still goes on across
Myanmar and across the region.
The stories in this book resonate with my life. The lives and the
struggles of women coming from minority groups, marginalized
groups, women coming from conflict affected areas, is painful. The
women in this book, most of them first-time writers, have overcome
the boundaries created by violence, exclusion, marginalization and
identity, to share a part of themselves with us. Together, their voices are
so courageous and powerful.
I salute the women who shared their stories. I’m inspired by
their courage and determination. I want to tell them that we need to
continue. I strongly believe that we are born equal, to inherit freedom
and dignity, regardless of who we are. At the end of the day we are all
human. That’s the mindset we should continue with, to fight for change
and justice, without fear of perpetrators and those who profit from
injustice.
We must keep on resisting and working to ensure that these
women’s voices are listened to. I hope that these stories will help break
down the barriers that oppressors use to separate their own hearts and
minds from the rest of humanity. We must not give up.
Wai Wai Nu is a young Rohingya woman leader who became a teenage political
prisoner at age 18. She was released in 2012 after serving 7 out of her 17-year
sentence at the notorious Insein prison. In recognition of her local and global activism,
Wai Wai Nu has been named one of the Top 100 Global Thinkers by Foreign
Policy Magazine, and a Next Generation Leader by Time Magazine. She has
received several human rights awards including the 2018 Hillary Clinton Award.
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Reunion
CING SAN NUAM

That summer evening in Jethsin village was full of the lovely sounds of
cuckoos singing. The entire sky was red. Trees were dried out and
almost without any leaves, while the road was covered with dried
leaves. The canal built along the village road had also dried out and was
almost without any water. Soon, I would reach Warchat monastic
education school with no tuition fee for Palaung (Ta’ang) children. My
heart was pounding, and my hands were shaking and cold. Tears of joy
fell down my smiling face with the thoughts that I would soon see my
daughters Ah Pyay and Ei Point. I was also praying that my daughters
would not be cold towards me when we saw each other. I was praying
because my daughters were very young when I left them. I thought
about the past four years, knowing that if Ah Nyi was still alive, our
family would not have had such a difficult life.
Our family lived in a hilltop village in Shan State where Ta’ang
(Palaung) people live. There are about twenty wooden houses with
thatched roofs in our small village, situated on a very green mountain
range. Almost all villagers grow tea for their livelihood. I am Am Jin.
Ah Nyi and I lived together happily with four-year-old Ah Pyay and
two-year-old Ei Point, in a small wooden house in a compound filled
with a variety of vegetable plants.
One rainy night, a dark fate fell upon our family. Ah Nyi was
arrested and made to serve as a forced laborer. As I tried to sleep with
my daughters on either side of me, my eldest daughter asked. “Ma! Pa’s
coming back, right?”
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“He surely will come back, my daughter,” I answered with
tears falling down my cheeks. My younger daughter was only two years
old and had no idea what was going on.
Unfortunately, our prayers were not answered. Ah Nyi died,
leaving me and our young children. Why did Ah Nyi die? Who did it? I
don’t know who to blame.
“We have arrived at Warchet school” - my thoughts were cut off
by the driver’s voice. The school looked more developed than three
years before when I’d left my two daughters with them. There were
more buildings than before. Children were playing in groups. All the
children came with their plates and spoons to the dining area when they
heard a student summon, “lunch time, lunch time.”
I looked for my daughters Ah Pyay and Ei Point but didn’t see
them, so I went to pay my respects to the Abbot. Then, a monk
brought my daughters. They were now eight- and five-years-old so their
bodies were a little bigger. As I hugged them both, my tears of joy were
overwhelming. We all hugged each other and cried together. We would
never be apart again; even though I noticed my younger daughter Ei
Point, had not warmed to me yet.
We had dinner together after catching up. We would be leaving
tomorrow morning, so I started packing my daughters’ stuff. Ah Pyay
could not stop smiling and stayed near me all the time. Then we went
to say how grateful we were to the Abbot and had a talk about how my
daughters went through the past three years. It was this monastery that
helped me a lot when we were in very difficult times. I was able to leave
my children and go to work.
When it got late, we prepared to go to bed. Ah Pyay came
close to me and slept on my side. Ei Point laid down and slept next to
her sister.
The whole Warchet school was quiet and the children were all
asleep. I couldn’t sleep though I was tired from the trip to the school. I
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wondered how we were going to live when we returned to our village. I
also thought about Ei Point who was cold toward me but still called me
Ma. She was a little shy and didn’t seem to want to be near me. She
reluctantly came to me only when I asked. When I left her and went
away to work, she had only just started talking. I consoled myself with
the thought that in time she would become close to me again. I fell
asleep thinking about these things.
When Ah Nyi passed away, it was very hard for me to take care
of our vegetable farm and to look after our daughters. Many people
tend to look down on or disparage rather than lend a hand to a widow.
And my children are not boys but daughters. I needed to send Ah Pyay
to school the following year. Ah Nyi always said we would raise our
daughters to be educated and become schoolteachers, so I needed to
send them to the school in town but didn’t know how I was going get
the money. What if I went and worked in China? Yes! This might be
the way to do it. The Abbot from village monastery told me that there
was a monastic school with free boarding for children in Kyaukse. They
looked after children very well and there were a lot of Ta’ang (Palaung)
children there. Should I leave my children in that school and go to
work in China? No! Ah Nyi had just passed away and I didn’t want to
live separately from my daughters. But the whole village pushed me to
go and work in China while I was still young.
I had to make the decision quickly because Ah Pyay had to
start school the following week. I learned that I could go and work in
China and I could reimburse my travel expenses later. So, I made the
most difficult decision of our lives. We all came to Warchet monastic
education school. We had to travel on motorcycles and in cars to reach
the school. I had to ask the Abbot to look after my daughters.
“Daughter Pyay!” I said. “I have to go far, far away. Please take
care of your sister. I will bring toys and snacks when I come back.” I
gave Ei Point, who I was carrying in my arms, to the Abbot.
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“Ma! Please don’t go. I want to go with you, Ma!” my
daughters cried.
For three years, I woke up from this nightmare with my pillow
soaked with tears. But everything was fine now. I could look after my
daughters now after working three years in China. It was already
morning, so I got out of bed. My daughters and the other children also
got up.
After taking showers and meals we were all ready to go back to
our village. Our driver was also ready, so we went to say goodbye to the
Abbot. We all bowed down in front him in respect, and after receiving
blessings from him, we also said goodbye to the others. Then we all got
into the car - once my daughters had said goodbye to their friends. Ah
Pyay sat next to me and Ei Point sat next to her sister. Then we said
goodbyes again to everyone and started our journey home – through
the narrow road covered with the dried leaves of Jethsin village – full of
hopes and warmth.
Cin San Nuam is a young Zo activist, working with IDP students in Burma.
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Cry from behind
TAWN MAI

I become saddened whenever I’m reminded of or think about this
incident, or when I tell others about it. It’s a story about an experience
I had when I was working as a volunteer in a camp for Internally
Displaced Persons (IDPs), affected by the endless wars in northern
Shan State. When I returned to this camp I remembered the story Daw
Hkawn Fahn told me the last time I’d visited:
Hkawn Fahn’s village is situated very far away from Kut Khai
which is the furthest town in northern Shan State and very difficult to
get to. People in the village were preparing to go their farms, chatting
and moving around as usual. It was war time and soldiers regularly
came in and out of the village.
One evening, an officer came to the village headman and
threatened the villagers to leave the village. Villagers thought this was
just a regular situation and requested to spend the night in the village,
so Hkawn Fahn and her husband went to bed. At midnight there were
noises of falling artillery shells booming near the entrance of the village
and the villagers had to find a way to stay alive in the middle of flying
bullets. As she was fully pregnant, Hkawn Fahn didn’t know exactly
what to do; so she shouted out to her husband to gather things and go
and get their child. She was very scared and crying because it was so
difficult to suddenly get up from the bed because of her pregnancy.
She had no idea how she could flee behind her husband
because she was very frightened and halfway through running for their
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lives she couldn’t walk anymore due to abdominal pain from so much
exertion.
The sounds of battle seemed to follow them, and many people
were running for their lives without any help, travelling deep into the
woods. An elderly woman warned the women and children who were
crying to keep quiet because they could be followed. They had been so
full of fear as they were running, they didn’t realize that they were in
the middle of thorny plants with bare feet. Hkawn Fahn’s husband
Bran Shawng was holding onto her, their child and all their belongings
while running away from the frenetic shooting.
When they arrived at a village near the main road, the head of
Hkawn Fahn’s village asked the head of the village they were
approaching if they could take rest. At first the request was refused
because the head of that village was worried that it could bring harm to
him. But the cold, sweaty and pregnant woman, elderly persons and
children crying changed his mind. A while later he allowed them to rest
at a farm a little bit away from the village. When they began to prepare
a place to rest, the whole village, including Hkawn Fahn and her
husband, realized they did not bring anything with them. They cut
down small trees nearby and made poles, then used the leaves and two
sarongs to wrap around them for a bed. They couldn’t sleep wondering
whether what had happened to them was real or a dream. Three of
them, husband, mother and child looked at each other and then went
to sleep with the hope that things would get better after rest.
Bran Shawng heard a cry while he was asleep and realized it
was Hkawn Fahn in labour. She was due to give birth and her water
was breaking. They looked for a midwife but there were none amongst
the people who fled together. Luckily, some women from the village
helped deliver the baby successfully with whatever tools they could
find. They had to cut the umbilical cord with a traditional Kachin
dagger because there were no proper delivery tools.
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That night was the longest and most frightening night for
Hkawn Fahn. But the problem wasn’t over. There was no cloth to wrap
the baby. No blanket to keep the mother warm. Looking up at her
husband’s face, she cried looking at their baby without any blanket, a
baby who didn’t know anything about the world. The villagers could
not bear to see such a scene and they helped by giving them some
clothes they had. They laid straw down and put some clothes on top of
it, in order to sleep. Then they tried to block the holes in the tent by
covering them with leaves, but it didn’t stop the chilly wind blowing
across the paddy fields. Feeling disheartened and hopeless, Hkawn
Fahn looked up at her husband and whispered, “tomorrow is taking a
very long to come”; but her husband just looked away and would not
hear.
They tried to go to sleep when they heard the roosters crowing
in the nearby village.
A clanging noise now draws my attention away from what I’m
thinking. Curious, I walk toward the direction of the sound.
I see Hkawn Fahn scraping out rice from bottom of a pot,
preparing to cook. I go toward her and we begin to talk. She opens her
heart to me and talks with sadness about how, in this kind of life, she
won’t be able to bring up her son to become the educated person she
had hoped for. After talking she puts the rice pot down and cooks the
rationed instant noodles given out to those in the camp and eats them.
After drinking green tea with her, I say goodbye to Daw Hkawn Fahn
as she leaves with the people who go out from the camp as casual
workers. Then I also leave the camp.

Tawn Mai is a young activist working for women rights, land rights and community
development in Northern Shan State, Burma.
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Before I became a survivor
NING

I was born in an indigenous family of Pgazkyaw people. We lived up on
the mountain in the North of Thailand.
I have eleven siblings, seven men and four women. I am the
tenth child. Since I was young, I’ve dreamed of being able to study at
higher levels. When I was a kid, I saw mother work hard every day just
so we had food to eat. Every time mother ate, she would always feed
her children.
One night, when I was young, mother took my younger
siblings and me to bed. I reached out to hold her hand as she tucked
me in and saw something on her hand that made me ask, “Mom, what
is this mark?”
Mom answered, “It’s a tattoo. Someone told me that if you
have a tattoo, after you die, you won’t be reborn as a woman again.”
Mother’s answer made me realize that she didn’t want to be
reborn as a woman. But I didn’t ask her anything else.
Mother always taught me that we were women and we had to
be good women. We had to preserve our virginity, listen to parents and
become good wives after we were married. We had to be patient even
when our husband was wrong. We had to be a good example for our
children.
These teachings were imprinted in my conscience. But I
dreamed of studying at a high level. I thought being educated would
help me find jobs, have a good future, and be able to earn enough to
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take care of my parents. I didn’t want to see mother being in hardship
forever.
My dream was opposed by mother and my older sister. They
thought it was useless for girls to study. Girls could not become
leaders. Girls also couldn’t take care of themselves. They couldn’t go
anywhere without men.
But in reality, women worked so hard because they did not
have the opportunity to study like men did. Parents would always
choose to send their boys to school. They believed that the boys would
become leaders and be able to support the family.
When I was seven years old, father took me to apply for
primary school. Every morning, I would travel on foot across two
mountains to go to school. I had to wake up early to carry water from
the well at the end of the village before walking to school. I had to
make three to four trips so that we had enough water to use in the
household. During June and July, the rice growing season, I had to
wake up at 5am to lead the buffalo for my brother’s plowing. Once I
was so sleepy that I could not keep my eyes open. I couldn’t walk
straight. So the buffalo also went left and right and the furrows were
crooked. My brother knew that I must have been sleepy. He was angry.
He picked up a lump of sticky soil and threw it at me. “Phua!”
I woke up and continued leading the buffalo with the lump of
soil stuck on my head, now wide awake.
During harvesting season from November to December, I
stopped going to school to take care of my sister’s children while she
worked in the rice field.
Each week, I would get to go to school at most for three days.
Some days, I had to sneak to school and knew that I would be scolded
when I came home by mother and older sister. “You really want to go
to school, huh? If you want to study so much, you can eat the book
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instead of rice. Don’t come and eat with others.”
Sometimes I ate while crying, but still, I sneaked out to school
because I was afraid that I wouldn’t be able to keep up with the class.
The only people who supported me to go to school were my father and
my third brother. But they were rarely home. When I’d almost finished
first grade, my father died from dysentery. I tried every means to be
able to stay in school. In third grade, I decided to leave home to work
with a teacher as her baby’s nanny. I stayed at the school dormitory. I
watched other children play and go home after school. I missed home.
But I told myself I had to be patient so that I could study. I stayed with
my teacher and took care of her baby and all kinds of housework. She
loved me and was very kind to me. Then after I finished sixth grade,
she was transferred to another school so I had to come back home. I
worked on how to continue my study in lower high school by myself.
My class teacher helped me. But I did not have a surname like
everybody else. So my teacher told me to tell my mother so that she
could submit a surname at the district office. I thought long and hard
before I had the courage to speak to mother. I also spoke with a
brother that I was close to. He was much loved by mother and she
listened to him.
Mother went to the district office. It took her two days, and
when she came back, her face was full of discontent. She pulled out
two pieces of paper and threw them at me. Then she said, “Never
before has any child made me so tired, so drained. Is this what you
want? I will wait and see if you can throw me up to heaven after you
have studied. A girl like you can study all you like; you will never get
anywhere.”
Then she went into her room. At that moment, I felt very
guilty for troubling her. Then I thought maybe she was mad at me
because a few days earlier she’d come to tell me to marry a son of her
friend’s, but I’d rejected the idea. I told her I still wanted to study. I was
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not ready to marry anyone. She had answered, “If you want to study,
you can send yourself to school. I am out of my wits. I can’t send you.”
Then she walked away in tears.
My own tears fell. I understood her. She used to say, “Father
shouldn’t have died first. He was good at making money. He could
take care of the children. But then he died and left me to take care of
you all. I don’t have any knowledge or capacity.”
I got in a lower high school with a scholarship of 300 baht per
year. I took jobs in the village on Saturday. On Sunday, I helped out in
the family. During school holidays, I went to stay with a teacher so I
could take jobs near the district. I did so until I finished lower high
school. Then I tried to find a way to continue to high school. I was
lucky to know a kind auntie. She asked me to go and live with her. She
wanted me to do the housework for her before and after school and
during school holiday. She paid for my education until I finished high
school.
I went on to study in university. I was accepted into the
Faculty of Education, majoring in primary education, Chiang Mai
Rajabhat University. I barely had any free time. I told the kind auntie
that I would get a study loan so that I would not be a burden to her.
She said, “It’s up to you.” She contacted a university dormitory for me.
Being able to stay in the university dormitory helped me save a lot of
money. Even though there were many rules, I was very happy. I had
friends in my year and in earlier years who were nice to me. In the first
year, I could hardly keep up with the classes because my basics were
weaker than my classmates’, especially in computer. I had to work
harder than the others, but I wasn’t discouraged. I felt that my life was
starting to get better. Before long, I thought, I would graduate, be able
to find work and earn money to take care of my mother.
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Then an unexpected thing happened. I was raped by a person
who was a so-called “politician”. He was also indigenous like me.
People gave him respect and trust. He was viewed as a good citizen. I
also thought he was a good person as he had worked giving support to
indigenous children and youth for many years. I had known him for
three years. At one time, he talked to me, “Why don’t you want to go
anywhere with me? You don’t trust me? A man like me. I have such
high education. My work is up to this level. There is no way I would do
bad things.” His words made me doubt myself. I felt as if I was being
too worried and was too afraid of him. I thought I must have been too
negative about this world and so I could not trust a good person like
him. After a month, I agreed to go for dinner with him. He said he
would take me to eat near the university and drive me back no later
than 7pm.
He finally drove me back and dropped me in front of the gate
of the university at 4am. Before I got out of his car, pain all over my
body and soul, he said, “People don’t think too much about this kind
of thing these days.”
His words and actions were evil.
This happened to me when I was about to finish my
sophomore year.
My life after that was a living hell. I could not see any light at
the end of the tunnel. I was filled with fear. All I could do was cry and
cry and just stare into space. The only person I thought of was mother.
I decided to go back home to her. I told her what happened.
After she heard my story, her face twisted with anger. She was
furious at me.
“Your body, if you hadn’t let him, how could he have done
anything to you?” Then she got up and walked away, crying.
I got up and followed her. “I am sorry,” I said, also crying.
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She turned back to look at me and said, “Don’t tell anyone
about this. It is a shameful thing.”
When I heard that, my knees got weak and I collapsed on the
floor. My heart felt like it was pierced hard with a knife. I thought even
mother did not love me and stand by me. Who would I live for?
I came back to Chiang Mai city and went to my dormitory
along with a bottle of sleeping pills that I brought on the way. I opened
the door and stepped into the room with tears all over my face. My
brain kept going over how I was not a good woman, nor a good
daughter, like my mother used to teach me. I did not deserve to be in
the world anymore. Only death could save me from this suffering.
I lay down on the bed with despair. All strength escaped me. I
slowly poured down the whole bottle of sleeping pills into my stomach.
My tears would not stop coming out until I closed my eyes and finally
fell asleep. But heaven would not let me leave this world. I slept
unconscious for three nights and two days. When I came to, my
stomach hurt badly, and I vomited and vomited until a senior friend in
the dormitory found me. She took me to hospital. I felt better. All my
friends came to ask how I was and whether there was something
bothering me. But I didn’t dare tell anyone.
I had to live with that nightmare for a long time. Every night I
had a nightmare and woke up. I cried quietly. I had depression, acid
reflux and gastritis from the stress. I lost weight fast. My face was pale
like there was no blood running in my veins.
I went home for a visit. People in my family and the
community asked if I was okay when they saw me. They asked what I
had been doing. Some gossiped about me saying, “She must have had
an abortion.”
One day I was sitting and thinking about death. I cried and
tried to kill myself many times. But I did not succeed.
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Then Anitat Thongjan came into my life. He cared for me and
kept encouraging me every time he was near me. When he was away, he
always said no matter what happened, I had to be strong and he would
always be by my side. He was by my side for seven years and I got
much better. At last we parted. He had another woman. Yet I was
never mad at him because all the time he was with me, I never did
anything for him. I only made him tired and stressed. It was difficult
for him physically and mentally. I believe karma got us together. This
life he had to repay something that he did to me in a past life. Then
after he finished repaying me, he had to leave.
While he was with me, I went to see a psychiatrist at
Suanprung Hospital in Chiang Mai. I wanted to recover from
depression. In 2006, I had to take twelve anti-depressant pills each day
for three months. Then I took nine pills each day for one year, then six
pills each day for two years until it was down to three pills per day. I
felt much better and told the doctor that I did not want any more pills.
The doctor also told me that taking so many pills was not good for my
body in long term. If I could control my thoughts by myself, it would
be very good. Anitat taught me to be strong and stand up for myself
even though he was not by my side anymore. At the beginning after he
left, I felt so alone in the world, but after one year, my heart started to
feel better. I felt much stronger.
Then another man who was a friend of a friend’s came into my
life. He followed me and my friends everywhere we went. Sometimes
he tried to control me. I started to feel bad and tried to avoid him. I did
not want to see him again. One day while I was with my sister at the
dormitory, he came to throw a tantrum. He was very drunk. He tried to
break through the door. My sister was lying on the bed as she was sick.
She told me to open the door. I told her, “If we open the door, he will
assault us.” But sister said, “He wouldn’t dare. I am here.” I decided to
open the door for him. He pulled my arm and tried to force me to
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leave with him. I held the bed tightly. He yanked my arm and tried to
pull me. My sister was turning on the bed and telling him to stop. But
he wouldn’t stop. He said if I wouldn’t leave with him, he wouldn’t let
go. I was worried about my sister and afraid that he would hurt her, so,
I left with him. He dragged me to his dormitory and raped me. Then he
said, “From now on, you can never get away from me, bitch. You are
mine! I have made you pregnant. No one wants you anymore.
Remember that!” I cried and thought how I could never love or spend
my life with a man who hurt me physically and emotionally.
I prayed that I would not get pregnant. I was filled with
worries and felt very stressed. After one month had passed, I went for a
check-up at a clinic. The doctor said that I was pregnant. I cried.
I decided to run away to Bangkok for two weeks. That man
called my sister and told her that I was pregnant with him. When I
turned on my phone, I saw many messages from my sister. I decided to
call her back. She asked me to come home for an apology ceremony
and to marry the man. My sister said that my mother was very stressed
that I’d brought shame to the family.
With a heavy heart I decided to come home. When I arrived, I
heard all kinds of criticisms from the members of my family and
community. I tried to tolerate them and lived on in the community and
in the house where no one understood me. It was torturous. I cried
every night that I was home. My mother kept criticizing me. When I
came to live with the man who was then named as my husband, I was
forced to do all kinds of things that he wanted. He wanted me to be the
way he wanted. I had to sit and wait for him at the boxing arena, which
was filled with the stench of alcohol, and cigarette smoke. I had to sit
with him while he drank with his friends until 2am. Some days, I felt
that my body could not stand it and I would refuse to go. He would be
upset and say things that hurt me. I could not find happiness in my life
and thought of suicide again when my pregnancy was three months.
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But I could not do it when I thought of the life inside me. It knew
nothing.
I waited patiently and gave labor to a baby girl on 10 January
2013. She is a little angel. I live for her today. She is everything in my
life. I thank heaven for sending her to be with me.
Today I have opportunities to learn and develop my capacity
and help others. With encouragement from my friend, Ari
Thungmuangthong, I’ve become an activist on indigenous women’s
rights. I believe there are still indigenous women who face the same
situations as me. Even though I can’t help every woman who goes
through terrible situations in her life. I can be an encouragement and
I’m ready to be by their side and listen to them with compassion.
Ning is a Pgazkyaw (Karen) activist working for the Indigenous Women Network
in Northern Thailand.
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A hundred kyat note and the story behind it
HNAUNG KABYAR

The usually composed mind of May was stirred up and she slowed
down after hearing a noise coming out of a house in a silent part of the
quarter. The noise that drew May’s attention came from an elderly
woman, and a child, about ten-years-old, who were standing in front of
her on the steps of a small old wooden house. May noticed a wrinkled
paper in front of the child and realized that the sound she’d heard was
something that the elderly woman said to the child. She was interested
in this scene so stood still, watching and listening for what they were
going to talk about next.
The child picked up the wrinkled hundred kyat note and
respectfully gave it back to the elderly woman with two hands and
walked away with heavy steps; head down, fists clenched. May didn’t
think his grandma would able to interpret the meaning of the hatred,
bitterness, and frustration in this child’s eyes.
It was not strange to see such scenes and hear such noises in
May’s quarter. Most of the people in the quarter, workers at the rice
mill, the salt mill, and the vermicelli factory, worked for daily wages to
feed their families. So it was common to hear sounds of scolding,
complaining and swearing when people facing economic problems
have children asking for pocket money from parents who can’t give
them enough. May reflected on her own childhood while looking at the
back of the child walking away. She had also grown up and survived in
a poor family. She could remember her own life back when she was at
school as well helping with her parents’ chores.
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***
May’s native town was Pathein, which is in the delta region and
regarded as a place that produces most of the rice in Myanmar. The
economic situation for her family gradually got worse after the military
government confiscated twenty-two acres of her ancestor’s agricultural
land and they couldn’t continue farming on their land anymore.
Other lands were given as compensation but were not good
enough to grow anything on and people who had depended on farming
for their livelihood faced hardship or became jobless.
Since there were many siblings in the family, May’s mother
started selling rice and curry near the riverside market and May’s father
had to work as an accountant at a salt factory nearby. May sold chicken
and duck eggs from her uncle’s farm at the local market to cover her
school fees while she was studying standard three in the basic education
school in the quarter. She could make about one hundred kyats profit
when she managed to sell ten duck eggs per day. Some days she could
not sell even one duck egg.
But she valued this income regardless and she sold eggs
regularly.
It was very difficult to face the looks of friends from school
who came to the market with their parents. Some looks were
sympathetic while others looked down on her as a vendor. May
lowered her eyes to the duck egg basket whenever she recognized
people, because she didn’t want her friends and parents to see the tears
building up in her eyes. She always endured this by pulling herself
together and encouraged herself by thinking. “Oh! This is nothing to be
ashamed of. I am not stealing other people’s stuff. I admire my job. I’m
helping my parents and I’m proud of it.”
So when school time was near, May folded her duck egg tray,
put the remaining duck eggs in a basket, quickly went back home, took
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a shower, changed her clothes, and went to school. May had to help in
her mother’s mohinga (fish soup) shop near the market before going to
school and after school although she didn’t have to sell duck eggs once
she passed standard three and reached standard four.
One day, May’s class teacher encouraged her to compete in
one subject in a school all-round competition because she was good at
mathematics. She gladly agreed to do so when she was told that she
would get an opportunity to enroll in a good school in town if she won
a prize in the competition. She hadn’t even dared to think about
competing in the school all-round competition before that, and it was
true that she had no confidence because children with parents who can
afford to send them to tutoring after school time were the ones who
would be able to compete in such competitions.
May wasn’t able to prepare for or give enough time to the
competition because she had to help her parents work. She was helping
her mother sell mohinga on the morning of the competition when her
friend’s father reminded her, “Hey! What are you doing? Aren’t you
going to school? The exam is today.” Remembering, May left the shop,
got on her bicycle, and rode home. Then she changed her clothes,
rushed to school and entered the exam room. Other friends gave her a
surprised look because she came into the room late. May didn’t care.
She sat in her assigned seat and answered the questions one by one
from the exam paper. As she answered them, May felt strange. Why
were the questions easy? She didn’t even have to practice. She smiled
while thinking about that. After returning the answer sheet to the
teacher May went to see other friends who were checking whether their
answers were correct with their parents. She also checked with hers.
Her friends’ parents were surprised that all May’s answers to the big
questions were correct. Frustrated, they scolded their children. May
happily returned home thinking that she was going to win the all-round
competition and get the prize.
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A week later, May’s class teacher called in on May’s mother
and told her that although May did well on the big questions, she failed
to answer on the one-point questions. What May had done was copy
the questions on the answer sheet. The teacher told May’s mother that,
“It was unfortunate for the child” and then turned to May and asked,
“Why didn’t you come to me the night before the exam? All your
friends practiced these questions at my place. You had no idea because
you didn’t come.” May was struck dumb, unable to say anything. She
had totally realized by then that she did not win any prize in the allround contest.
***
“RING RING”
May’s thoughts were cut off by the sound of a passing bicycle’s
bell. She continued walking thinking about the lives of the many
children like herself and how many children had to cry whenever they
asked for pocket money. She couldn’t stop thinking that there were also
many children with worse situations than hers as well …
There are consequences and harms caused by the military government not only in
ethnic people’s areas but also in delta areas. For the future, generations of youth have
to understand and accept the situation that they cannot change and try to achieve a
successful goal.
Hnaung Kabyar is advocating for human rights in Burma.
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The home coming of Jitti, an Uraklawoi girl
JITTI

I am Mr. Jitti, my nickname is Kob. I am an Uraklawoi (Chao Lay or
Seafarers) transwoman. When I was young, I was a playful, skinny kid
with dark skin. My hair was always short as father took me to have my
hair cut often. When I was a little older, I was one normal boy. My
mother was a kind woman. She was tall and slender. My father was fat
and medium height. He was quick-tempered and got angry easily. But
he was kind to everyone in the family as well as his friends. I also had a
grandmother who was plump and short. She was kind, like my mother.
My grandfather was tall and thin. He seemed tense but he was also
kind. My grandparents lived in a different house from my parents. I had
five siblings. I was the last child. Two, the oldest brother and the fourth
sister, died, leaving three sons, including me.
When I was about six to seven years old, I started to enjoy
playing with the girls. Girls looked pretty and colorful. They dressed
beautifully. I started to realize that I liked being a girl. I wanted to dress
beautifully too.
When father started to see the change, I was disciplined
harshly to be a normal boy. He hit me with his hand. Sometimes he did
it with a rod that left marks all over my body. He scolded and chased
me away. “You go! You are not my son. Why were you born? Go! Go
away!” He threw my things out of the house many times.
Mother would keep quiet. Sometimes she would support father
just to go along with him. All I could do was cry. I felt pressured but
because I loved mother and father, I chose to stay. I would collect all
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my things and move them back into the house. I told myself that I
needed to stay. Even though my family did not accept me, I would stay.
Every time this happened I stayed.
Grandmother and grandfather would come and talk with
father and mother. They would cheer me up. My relatives would do the
same. It made me feel that wanting to be a girl was not an obstacle in
my life. Even though I was chased out for it so many times, I would
not leave. I loved my family. I wanted to live with my family.
Then one day I could not stand it anymore. I really could not. I
went and lived with my aunt in Satul Province. I did not have any
education. I did not know how to read. I knew nothing. I was twelve to
thirteen years old.
My aunt consoled me. She said. “Don’t worry about what your
family don’t understand, Kob. You have to stand strong to be
yourself.” Then she asked me, “Do you still love your family?”
I answered, “Yes. A lot.”
My aunt asked me, “Will you lose hope now that your family
have chased you away?”
“It’s not my obstacle,” I told my aunt.
My family looked down on me because I was transgender.
They used to say, “You won’t be able to do anything. You won’t be
able to work.” I told myself, No. I must be able to do it. I must prove
to them that I can work.
During that time, grandfather and grandmother, who were 90
years old, died of old age. Grandmother passed first. Then grandfather
followed in about a year.
I was around sixteen years old when they passed. They tried to
talk with my parents saying things like: “Since he is young, why try to
cure him? Now you don’t want him. But wait and see. You hate this
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kid. But it’s this kid that you will come to depend on.”
I didn’t have a chance to send my grandparents off when they
died.
One day, aunt’s daughter came back home to visit. She was
married to the head of the Natural Conservation Office at Phang Nga
Province. She was happy to see me. I was also happy.
“Hi, sister!” I said. “We met once when I was eight to nineyears-old.”
She said, “Mom, is this really Kob?”
“Yes, it is,” My aunt replied.
Wow, the sister was happy. She hugged me. Then she asked.
“Kob, how come you are here?”
I told her, “I am here because my mom and dad don’t want me
anymore. Because I am like this.”
The sister told me not to worry. Want to come and live with
me at Koh Surin?” she asked.
I answered, “Yes sister,” I answered. But I would like to be
there as one of your staff.”
“Kob you are going to be there as part of my family,” she told
me. “You are my sister. We are sisters. You can live there comfortably.
You don’t have to work.”
But when I saw other people work, I thought that would not
do. I had to help. So, I helped with everything. After a while, sister put
her trust in me. I never did anything wrong; I was always good.
When I was about eighteen years old, we had a biannual
ceremony called, “Pajak Boat Floating” (Pajak or Plajak boat hulls are
made of salacca wood and their bilges are made from blackboard tree
wood). The ceremony was the day Sea Farers met their relatives. The
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ritual took bad luck away from the people and gave a forecast of the
weather and the earth. People prayed to their ancestral spirits for
protection. The feast for ancestral spirits lasts two days before the boat
is floated out to sea. The boat takes all the evil out to sea.
I asked Sister if I could go home.
“I want to see mother and father. Even though my father
chased me away, he is still my father.”
Sister said, “Yes, yes. Go on. When do you want to leave?”
“I told her I will go in May.”
“Yes. After the ceremony” Sister said.
When I traveled back home, Sister gave me some money.
When I arrived, I thought father and mother would scold me.
But they did nothing like that. That thought only crossed my mind
momentarily. Father and mother were happy to see me. I was happy
too. When I entered the house, they said, “Oh, Kob. Are you back?
Come, come. Come inside, kid.”
I said, “Mom, I am sorry for…” Father cut me off saying, “It’s
all right kid. I am sorry too. I scolded you. You never did anything
wrong or made us worry.”
This made me proud. Oh…I was so happy to be back as a
family again. It was very good.
I learned later that Sister Kanda who was my father’s niece
helped talk to my parents. She often called my house and said that I
was a good kid. I never did drugs. I was not a gangster. I helped others.
I never did anything bad. It helped change my parents’ mind.
Then the Tsunami happened. Father was a community leader,
so when there was a problem, he had to travel into the city for
meetings. He would always go. He was a kind person who liked to help
people in the community. When people missed their census, father
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helped them so that they were registered in the census system with a
household.
These families were very happy. They said they respected my
father a lot. They told me. “You don’t read or write but you could do it.
The people at the province all respect you. You are very good.”
When the Tsunami happened, all of us survived. No one died.
I was at a temple when I heard people say giant waves were coming. I
didn’t understand. When I came home, I saw people fleeing to a temple
on the mountain. I followed them. We stayed there for two nights.
That was why we were all safe.
Some houses were destroyed. Then people from different
organizations came to the community. Some were looking for
information. Some were coming to persuade people. They called my
father “Phuyai” which is a state governing position at the community
level. Instead of saying my father’s name, they said Phuyai. In fact,
father was not a Phuyai. They said, “Phuyai, population data, do you
have it?” They also asked, “How many people live here? How many
households?” Father then said, “I don’t really know about that. Wait. I
will get my daughter (instead of calling me his son, he said daughter).
She will prepare the data for you. Then I will send the answers to you.”
They said, “Fine.” What father said made me happy.
I knew then that he had accepted me.
Father taught me to do all of the surveys. Then when the
officers came back, they asked, “What are the problems in your
community?” Most of the time, father would let me speak. I would
answer: “Well, there are problems all right. After the Tsunami, some
houses came down. Some didn’t.
When they asked if anyone had died, I answered. “No, all of us
escaped and we’re safe.”
“How much is your population?” they asked
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I answered, “225 people.”
“How many households?” they asked.
I answered, “44 households.”
When they asked, “Who are you?” I answered, “I am Phuyai’s child.”
My father then said, “Yes, I am teaching her. She is learning so
she can continue on from me. I am old now.”
I felt proud. I was transgender and doing good things for my
community.
In the past, the people in the community did not like me much.
They said, “You are like this. You won’t be able to do it. That’s not true
that he can do this. He must be ashamed of himself. He must be
ashamed.” Actually, I am not ashamed. My identification card still says
‘Mr.’ and I am not ashamed. I would tell people directly, “Yes, that’s
my name.” Some people were shocked. I told them. “Don’t be
shocked. That’s my name.” Some people respected me for it. They said,
“You are so cool for not being ashamed of it.” Why would I be
ashamed? It is who I am. It is my life. Where could I run to? That is my
identity. That name is also my name. My surname was even given to me
by the King. I am proud.
After that, many organizations would often call me for
trainings. Sometimes I was worried whether or not they would be
concerned about who I was. Would I be able to get along with them? I
still worry. I do not know if people are able to accept me. But I have
the power. I tell myself that I have to go. There are many Thai people
who are transgender. And people are able to accept that. I am
Uraklawoi. I must be able to do this. I hope for acceptance of my
Uraklawoi community and for who I am as an Uraklawoi transgender.
People will learn that I too can think.
Sister Kanda’s husband helped me collect population
information and the history of our community. So, we could present
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information to the officers about public policy. I went to see Sister
Kanda often. I would consult with her whenever I had problems. Sister
Kanda gave good advice. It was like she gave me power. She made me
worry less about what was not true and what was only illusion. The
reality was me. I had to show that I had my power and skills. Even
though I did not have high education, I had my ability and thoughts. I
needed to express my point of view so that society knew.
I loved and was impressed with the King (Rama IX). Without
His Majesty, Uraklawoi would not exist until today. His Majesty went to
our community and gave us the surname “Pramongkit”. There were 7
surnames given by him: Pramongkit, Hantalay, Talayluk, Bangjak,
Lakkoh, Changnam, Klatalay. Then we were given a chance to study. I
was an older kid then about twelve-years-old. I was lucky to have gone
to study then. So, now I can read and write and make my community
proud.
Nowadays, people in the community trust me. They really trust
me. Just now someone called. That is something that I am proud of
and it keeps me going. I know that I am doing this for my community.
And it is not just for us. I have to do this for our children in the future.
‘Rawai’ people (another group of indigenous seafarers) have
lived where they do for so long, very long. They do not have land titles.
Our people thought that they could live comfortably without the land
title documents too. But they did not know that after the Tsunami,
Thai investors would create land titles for themselves and would try to
evict us from our land. Our communities fight together. We are
halfway through a victory for us to stay on our land without having
land titles. We proved this through oral history and landmarks that we
used in the old days. The court ruled in our favor. It was really good. It
gave us power. I learned that not only men and women, but
transgender people too, can create power.
I hope that at this point, people will accept transgenders more.
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I do not want people to create classes and discriminate against us by
thinking that we are neither men nor women and that we cannot do
anything. It is not so. I would like people to accept transgender people
even if they cannot accept us one hundred percent. I’d like them to
know that transgender people also have thoughts and feelings. We are
not different from people in other genders.
I am very happy being in this workshop. I can talk about things
that I’ve never talked about before. I can tell the truth about who I am.
I’m touched. Even though I wasn’t able tell my story to many people, I
could tell it through media. The organization that brought me here
have told my story to people all over the country. At least, they have
not abandoned me.
Jitti is an indigenous women who works for her community of Uraklawoi in
Southern Thailand and hopes that one day everyone will accept her for who she is.
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Daily life on the bus
CHO THAZIN

I pushed away to one side. I pushed away to the other side. I stared at
the man behind me with a straight face. He didn’t move away from me.
I checked left and right and near with hopeful eyes that there would be
anyone who could help me out. I was so happy when I made eye
contact with a woman who was about my mother’s age, wishing that
she would help me. My happy time was short; hope disappeared when
this auntie turned away with an expression that said this had nothing to
do with her. I needed to find someone who would help me out because
I didn’t dare to do something about it myself. Someone who would
empathize and help me out. I made eye contact with an uncle. He was
looking at me. He also looked at the person who was sexually harassing
me. I was waiting with high hopes that he might be able to help me out.
But I was unlucky. He also turned away as if this had nothing to do
with him. I felt disheartened and scared after trying to get help from
two people. I felt like crying and didn’t want to ask for help from
anyone. I encouraged myself thinking I could handle this myself. I
decided that I would face this man.
I quickly took a photo of that man. Then I stepped on his feet
and moved near the bus door to get off at the next stop. He came
closer to the bus door. I was very worried he would do something to
me. Would he take out a knife and stab me? Because he had a bag and
his hand was inside the bag, I just wanted to run away. I was scared. I
was also saddened. In this difficult situation, the bus stopped. I got off
the bus. Then I walked away quickly in the opposite direction to the
bus. I was overwhelmed with fear as well as feeling ashamed and angry.
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Why had this happened to me? I thought about many things, like: “I
always help anybody I meet. I have helped a lot of people. Whenever I
do that, I do it bravely. I cry out for help for others if I have to. I
protect them when I have to. Why was there no one when it was my
turn?” With these thoughts in my head tears formed in my eyes. But I
tried to be strong and calm myself down - “I had responded as well as I
could”.
I became fed up with riding on buses every day in Yangon.
I had to rely on these buses wherever I went. To university or
the office. I could not use a taxi because it depended on having money.
So I had to use buses. It’s a big problem that women have often
encountered when riding on buses. I helped when others had problems,
but nobody made even a sound when it happened to me. It was such a
direct personal experience and I was scared.
Because I was a university student, I thought about sharing this
incident on Facebook to let other female university students know. I
shared my experience to encourage other women to defend themselves
without being scared, and for women in our university Facebook group
gain awareness.
I didn’t get any help when I asked for it and didn’t feel I could
defend myself and respond. I wanted to know who could help me take
action. How could women ask for help when they had to hear what had
happened to me? I posted because I also want to find out how women
would respond, take action.
I decided to describe what I had encountered. I wanted to
know from other friends what to do, how to defend myself. But some
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comments that I had were worse than I expected. “It is the duty to
“Htauk Hlan”1.
Comments like “You did nothing when it happened but
posted this now to get attention” broke my tolerance. Such comments
were made soon after I posted so I canceled the post about half an
hour later. I was flabbergasted that they could write comments with no
sympathy. It was more painful than what I had encountered in the first
place. I wanted to forget the whole thing and go to sleep. I had to go to
school the next day. I tried to get to sleep. But it was like a nightmare,
full of discouragement and depression. Why did it happen to me?
Questions of why there was no one to help filled up my mind. I had to
try to fall asleep that night anyway.
About a month after this incident took place, I came out of my
house to get on a bus. I wasn’t using my phone like before. I was
getting used to being alert and aware of my surroundings. I was ready
for whoever might need a helping hand. I pledged to myself that I’m
going to try to help whatever way I can if there’s someone who needs
help - even though I didn’t get any help when it happened to me.
#StopSexualHarassement #StopCyberBullying
Cho Thazin is a young community-focused Muslim woman based in Yangon, who
spends her free time working with youth to promote positive change through the use of
technology.

1

Htauk Hlan is Burmese slang for to stick at, point at or touch at
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A simple, ordinary and strange woman
LAY LAY NAING

While distinct, her style would not draw attention from males, but
people who know her closely admire, love and respect her.
She is slender and her long hair is braided. Sometimes, at a
glance, with her double-knotted coiffure and her long hair, you might
think of an ancient (Myanmar) man who wears knotted hair. She
doesn’t act like a lady but has a free and open style. She dares to go
anywhere and at any time, by herself. She is full of volunteer spirit. She
is a political activist.
Until now, she’s been actively participating and working
together with local community and authorities in asking for donations
for aid needed for natural disasters in affected areas in Myanmar.
Her name is Lay Lay Naing. She is the second daughter and
has four siblings. One elder sister, one younger sister, and one younger
brother. Her mother is an ordinary housewife. Her father is a retired
Civil Servant on the Railway.
Her father is her role model. Due to his work as a civil servant,
he had to deal with literature distribution as well as art and music work.
Because of that he is well known to many people. He also was an
organizer of the Burmese Socialist Programme Party (BSPP). She
proudly claims that she grew up listening and witnessing her father’s
colleagues visiting home and discussing work, art and music.
She admits that her father always had to come and solve the
problems caused by her unfeminine troublemaking. She proudly claims
that she has achieved successes because she has listened and followed
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her father’s impelling guidance as well as admonishments. I want to
describe some of her achievements in a series of changes in her life.
During the 1988 Peoples Uprising she was studying Standard
Seven at State High School One in Thazi. On August twelfth, 1988 she
joined the demonstration that was started by the standard nine students
of her school and has been staying in the demonstration camp since
then. They have participated in rallies and demonstrations on the roads
of different quarters in the township. After three days being in the
camp, she was exhausted due to poor living condition and food and
returned home. On her way home, people with close relationships to
her, in her quarter, recognized her only after she greeted them, because
her school uniform of white blouse and green sarong was dirty and her
long hair was messy. When she reached home, her father put his hands
on his waist and asked her with a straight face “Why are you back?”
Although she was a naughty girl, she had never stayed overnight
outside of home,
“I wanted to take a shower” she answered fearfully.
“I see! Go back to the camp after taking a shower.” Her father
responded. “Even if you lived for a hundred years, it would be very
hard to get an experience like this, not even once. Just tell me what you
need, and I will send it over.”
After hearing her father say this, she was overwhelmed by a
happiness she’d never felt before.
Lay Lay Naing and her friends are very close. They visit each
other’s houses regularly. They also help each other. Her friends often
spent time at her house when school was on a break. They were very
happy and pleased to learn general knowledge and literature from her
father.
Even when they gave wrong answers to the questions her
father asked, he always explained things to them with patience so that
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they really respected him and felt close to him more than their own
parents. Their fathers were high-ranking officers in government
departments who didn’t have enough time to spend with and give
guidance to their children due to their long work-related travels.
She wanted all fathers to adopt her father’s sayings: “Do not
waste your life as a woman by only washing, getting married, and giving
birth, the hand that rocks the cradle rules the world, women must not
stay behind and give priority to their husbands and sons in every
aspect, women must show that they have ability to do the same as men,
women must show that they are competent and not weak, and never
ever let others tell you that you women are useless.”
Now that Lay Lay Naing is forty-five-years old she is not
slender like before. She weighs over one hundred and eighty pounds
and has short hair.
Lay Lay Naing founded the White Marker Group, a human rights organization
in Burma. She has been ranked second of 79 women political activists in the
Mandalay Region. She has consistently participated in the peace process.
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A story of an indigenous women fighting for
justice in her community
NORAERI THUNGMUENGTHONG

Within the forest across the mountains, there’s a small village called
“Ban Huay E-khang”. It is a home to an indigenous community called
the Pgazkyaw. We lead a simple life, depending on and helping each
other. There are two governing systems in our community: traditional
and official. The traditional governing is led by natural leaders through
rituals, traditions and cultures (hikhow) and come through the male’s
family lineage. The official system is led by the pholuang who are elected
as an official leader. His roles are to look after the wellbeing of the
people. Pgazkyaw men move into the women’s household after
marriage. Women make proposals for marriage. Then the men turn to
pay respect to the ancestral spirits of the women’s families (o khae). The
women play important roles in the house including raising and teaching
the children. However, decision making is not up to women.
I was born and raised in Huay E-khang Village. I am a part of
Pgazkyaw (Karen) people. I have nine brothers and sisters. I am the
fourth one. My mother was an agriculturalist. We grew rice in a paddy
field and in a rotational field. When I was two years old, my
grandmother took care of me as my mother was giving birth to my
sister. Our family was very poor. We barely had rice to fill our stomach.
My father and mother often sacrificed their portions of the food for us.
So, my mother gave me up to my grandmother while they continued to
care for my other siblings.
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In 1985, when I was ten years old and studying in my second
year in primary school, I lost my beloved father. Even though I was
very young, sadness overwhelmed me, and I felt great despair. He was
the core breadwinner who kept us fed. My mother had recently given
birth to our last sister. She was only three months old. I was so sad that
my father had passed that I thought I would quit school. My other
friends had both their parents, but I only had my mother. I was
fortunate to have my grandmother who kept cheering me up in those
desperate days. After a while, my sadness eased, and I returned to
school. The first day, my classmates congratulated me and told me that
they were happy to have me back.
When I was around thirteen or fourteen years old, I started
becoming a young woman. I was in fifth or sixth year in school. I tried
to quit school many times because of the pressure from my uncle. He
was my grandmother’s in-law. The house I was living in belonged to
him and to my grandmother. In the ways of Pgazkyaw people, mothers
lived with their daughters. Grandmother always told me to be patient.
If I could not be patient then, do it for her. In the months during the
rice farming season, I would go to school only once a week. Sometimes
I only went once a month. My class teacher had to come and look for
me. He gave me extra tutoring so that I could keep up with the class.
My uncle would scold me saying that I was a woman. It was no
use for a woman to study. I had better go and work in the field. Uncle
preferred me to become a laborer for the family rather than send me to
school. Grandmother fought with uncle every morning. She wanted me
to go to school but uncle wanted me to go to work. My uncle said to
grandma, “If you want to send her to school, then you go work in her
place.” I felt very sorry for grandma. She put up with a lot for me. She
protested by starving as I refused to eat with the family. Every night
she would tell me stories. Grandmother and I kept supporting each
other.
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One day grandmother and uncle fought; once again it was
because of my studying. Grandmother gave him an ultimatum that if he
would not let me study, she would move to live with another daughter.
Grandmother had her own assets like animals and lands. So uncle had
to comply. Still, grandmother and I were always in tears every time I
left for school.
I was very proud of grandma. Even though she was an old
woman, her thoughts were grand. Probably it was because she only had
daughters and she raised all of her children alone. It made her strong.
Her courage sent me to school until I finished primary school. I was
the first girl in our community to have finished primary school. I always
told myself to take after my grandmother. She was an inspiration for
me to fight for what was right and just.
***
In 1991, something bad happened to one of my girlfriends. A
man in the community tried to harass her by groping her breasts. But,
what to do about it? In Pgazkyaw society, when bad things happen to
their daughters, everything must be hushed up. They were afraid that it
would affect the girls’ ability to find partners. It just so happened that
my girlfriend who was harassed was about to get married. But that guy
had announced that he was able to touch my friend’s breasts. How
could I help my friend? I consulted with another friend about how to
prevent that guy from bullying girls again. We decided to go and talk to
the leaders who were all males. Luckily when we told them what had
happened, they listened to us and accepted our stories. The male
leaders asked what I would like them to do. I asked them to bang the
bamboo shell to call for a village meeting.
That evening when the sound of the bamboo shell rang,
instead of feeling happy, I felt very worried and stressed. My girlfriend
would not come as a witness. She’d married only two days before. After
the meeting had been going for a while, it was my turn to speak.
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Another friend and I told the story about our girlfriend being abused
by the man. The people in the meeting did not believe us. The
perpetrator challenged my friend and me. He said if what we said was
true, he would compensate with a buffalo. But we needed to present a
witness. If we could not find a witness, we would have to pay him with
one buffalo. I didn’t know what to do. My friend and I asked for some
time to call for the witness. We went to our girlfriend’s house and
asked her to be the witness. Her mother scolded us. She said shame on
us and added that she would never let her daughter go as she had just
got married. We did not know what to do and went to the husband of
the girl. We asked him if he could ask his wife just to confirm the story.
Just yes or no was all we needed. At last, the husband agreed to let his
wife go. My friend and I felt grateful to my grandmother for teaching
us to be patient and being our role model in having the strength to
stand up for what was right.
When our friend arrived at the meeting, she recounted what
had happened to her. She said she was fetching the water at the well at
the far side of the village. She met with the man. He reached into her
clothing to grope her breasts. She pushed his hand away which made
her bead necklace break into pieces. “Was it true?” she asked the man.
He did not answer. Then he asked what she wanted, a cow or a buffalo.
She said she did not want anything. Then she left. I told the people in
the meeting that we did not want anything from anyone. We only
wanted women to have dignity and freedom. When we worked in the
field together, we wanted the women to eat with the men, not be made
to eat what was left over for them later. And we did not want to be
taken advantage of. That was all we needed, I said.
This made the situation a bit better.
Then I finished my primary school at Ban Huay Tong School.
There was a teacher from Ban Kad Wittayakhom School coming and
giving us counseling. He recommended that I continue my study in
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Mae Wang District, which was about sixty kilometers away from my
house. I brought the news back to my grandmother. She agreed right
away to send me to Ban Kad Wittayakhom. I’d never been to the
district city. I submitted my application with the teacher at my school.
I was very happy to study.
But then I was disappointed. A male elder in the community
along with my uncle, told Grandmother that I was a girl and that I
would be trafficked as a whore. They came and talked to Grandmother
every day until she complied. She was afraid that I would be trafficked
like people said, so she did not let me go and study. I was very sad. But
life had to go on.
In 1994, I was nineteen years old. I married my husband.
Before marrying, his family disapproved of him going out with me
because I was very poor. Among indigenous people, poor meant you
did not have enough rice to feed yourself. It wasn’t even about money.
So, my husband came to marry me by having a wedding only at my
house. My grandmother and mother hosted the wedding for me. For
indigenous people, a wedding ceremony can only be completed when
both sides of the families are present. However, our love life was
realized because of my mother and grandmother.
Now I have 2 children, a daughter and a son. My grandmother
is still my inspiration for the indigenous women’s movement. I believe
that justice and equality can happen if we reach for it. My experiences
and challenges in life have become my strength. I need to stand up and
tell my stories to others. My story might be a tiny sparkle that inspires a
person to keep moving. It has been a long journey since 2001. I started
by developing my skills with organizations, networks and associations
of indigenous people, such as the Indigenous Women’s Network of
Thailand (IWNT), Inter Mountain Peoples Education and Culture in
Thailand (IMPECT) and Northern Peasant Federation of Thailand. I’ve
had many opportunities to speak in public forums.
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Sadness visited me again when grandmother passed away. I’m
grateful for her strength which became my strength to fight. I learned
much from her. I will continue to fight for justice and equality and
continue with the intentions that she always had.
Noraeri Thungmuengthong is a Pgazkyaw (Karen) activist. She fights for justice
and equality for indigenous women living in Thailand.
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Will there be a chance to step out of the box?
MAI MAI

Two women were having a conversation on a couch under a tree, near
the entrance of a house in a quarter where casual workers live in
Thanlyin. Two women from the neighbourhood sat nearby, one of
them holding a month-old baby in her arms while a five-year-old child
sat next to them. There was a bag filled with layettes, a milk bottle,
diaper, camera and phone, plus a sound recorder in separate
compartments.
Hnin Hnin apologized to Htar Htar “I am sorry to bring my
children to the interview like this”.
“It’s alright! We are mothers and I understand,” replied Htar
Htar.
Hnin Hnin smiled thankfully at the other two women who
were minding her children. Hnin Hnin was a mother of two and a
freelance reporter who wrote articles about social lives of women. She
was there to interview Htar Htar about the life of a young woman who
was pushed to become a sex worker.
“I am Hnin Hnin,” she announced. “And I am working with
the Burmese Women’s Union and I’m a freelance reporter of Myitkyina
journal. Please relax and we will do this like a normal conversation. So
let’s start. I would like to ask you first how you came to the life of a sex
worker?”
Htar Htar then told Hnin Hnin the following story.
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“My friends and I were dressed up with our best clothes on the
first day at the Yangon University when we started our first year of
university life. We couldn’t easily find our classroom because the
compound was so big. All the female students I saw were dressed up
like they were TV stars and I started wondering how I might be able to
dress up like them.
My family had a difficult time supporting me even just for
tuition fees and textbooks, let alone the dresses. I started a relationship
with a boyfriend who could support me. Like a Painglone (sponger).”
Htar Htar blushed but she kept eye contact with Hnin Hnin
and continued her story with a wry smile. “I had to sacrifice my
virginity to start life as a Painglone. When we reached second year at
the university, he got tired of me and didn’t want to support me
anymore. He started avoiding me.
One day, he phoned me and asked me to go and see him at a
guesthouse, so I went there. When I entered a room at the guesthouse,
there were four men waiting for me including my boyfriend. I realized I
couldn’t get out of this.”
Htar Htar’s tears fell as she told her story. She turned her face
away and stared into the distance. It was at that point, she realized that
she had no choice but to go along with what was happening.
But after six months, things changed again. She fell in love
with another man and they prepared to start a happy family life
together. They went to sign a marriage certificate and started a new life
despite her parents’ disapproval. At first her parents cut her off because
of her decision to marry, but when her first baby was born, they
reconciled.
After her marriage, Htar Htar tried very hard not to return to
her old life.
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She was not successful when she tried to make a living as a
seller in the market. She lost her capital several times.
“I tried to get a loan and sell vegetables. It worked, but not
every day. Some days, I even lost my capital. I did almost everything. I
also sold fabrics. I even sold sliced watermelons. I had to sit and sell
the whole day and earned only fifteen hundred, two thousand kyats for
selling watermelons” she explained.
She had to work hard because she was responsible for their
livelihood. Her husband didn’t have a regular job and he liked to drink
alcohol. One day, their child was seriously sick.
“I didn’t even have five thousand kyats in hand and couldn’t
get a loan because I hadn’t repaid the previous one. So, I had to go
back to my previous life behind my husband’s back,” Htar Htar
explained.
Hnin Hnin had to turn away as she wiped her tears of
sympathy for Htar Htar.
After the interview, Htar Htar asked Hnin Hnin “What about
your husband? And parents? Is there no one to look after your
children?”
Hnin Hnin explained that her husband worked in an office and
her parents lived in the countryside. The couple moved to Yangon
because of their work. They hired someone to babysit when the first
child was very young. Now, she worked only part time and didn’t hire a
babysitter anymore so that they could save extra money.
Hnin Hnin returned home full of thoughts sparked by the
interview. That night, she thought about the time when she had first
moved to Yangon, with her husband a few years after they got married.
They moved from the countryside because of her husband’s job. They
had a difficult time in the beginning because they had no friends or
relatives in Yangon. But they had a plan to ensure they’d have enough
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money to live in expensive Yangon and have time to take care of their
own children as well. One of them would work full time while the
other worked part time. After they arrived in Yangon, her husband’s
full time work actually meant he was away from home twelve hours a
day because he had to spend about three hours on the bus in between
his office and home. So Hnin Hnin was the one who had to look after
the children and spent the whole day at home. She tried many times to
get back to work but it was impossible. She discussed her plan to go
back to work with her husband, childhood friends, and parents.
Her parents told her. “As a woman, you don’t need to work.
You should stay home and look after the children and do the house
chores. That’s the best.”
When she started sending her eldest daughter Pan Pan to
school, she saw other mothers who hung around the school just to feed
their children during recess. It didn’t bother her until her daughter told
her to do the same as the other mothers. It stressed her out.
“When I was your age, I was independent because I wanted to
become a woman leader. I will not be like other mothers because I
want you to be independent too” Hnin Hnin explained, hoping that her
admiration for women leaders would convince her daughter.
All Hnin Hnin’s friends and her parents told her to stay at
home and look after the children. They told her that her salary would
be barely enough to hire a babysitter and that women should stay at
home and do house chores. Their words often put her in a quandary
and made her wonder if she was wrong for wanting to step outside the
traditional box for women in Burma. On the other hand, she believed
that having a job would make her more confident and help her have a
successful life. That’s why she always asked mothers, especially the ones
with jobs, about how they balanced family life with work. Hnin Hnin
never let go of her hope. She always discussed with her husband how
important it was for him to give her support and understanding.
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So, Hnin Hnin continued to work with two children. She
would get up around six in the morning and cook for all of them. She
prepared her lunchbox, fed her daughter and sent her to school. She
had to leave the younger child with a nanny. She would get back home
after seven or seven-thirty in the evening after work. She then prepared
dinner for everyone. She could only relax after reading stories and
helping her children with their homework. It would usually be ninethirty in the evening when her responsibilities were finally fulfilled.
That night, Hnin Hnin tried to compare her life with Htar
Htar’s life. Although she was lying down, her mind was wandering,
thinking about women’s lives. Would there ever be a chance for
women to take control of their lives and be outside of the box?
Mai Mai is a Kachin feminist who promotes human rights and equality in her
journalism and activism.
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Equally human
KHOBPHA

“He sold the boat without telling us. It was like selling people all the
same.” These are the words of a middle-age fishing boat crew member
who communicated with me during the investigation of a violation case
due to an employer not following the agreement about working on a
fishing boat. The primary fact finding was that wages had not been
given to the workers for nine months after November 2018.
Going back to 2014-2015, Thailand was ranked in the lowest
tier among the countries where there had been human trafficking. It led
to a sanction by the USA government, which was Thailand’s major
seafood market. This affected Thailand’s image in global communities.
It also led to some international corporations reviewing their industrial
investment plans in sectors such as the fishery industries that had been
accused of human trafficking. Furthermore, Thailand could lose
support from the USA in other matters that were unrelated to
commerce and humanity. The USA could also influence other support
for Thailand, such as from the IMF and the World Bank. People
trafficking is tied to other problems including migrant labor, illegal
migration, illegal fishery labor, sex work, child prostitution, migrant and
child beggars, and irregular immigration such as what happened with
the Rohingya, for instance.
“I feel lonely, like being quarantined until the day that the boat leaves.”
“If I had known that the work would be so hard, that I couldn’t have enough sleep
and that I’d be forced to take drugs, I wouldn’t have come to work here.”
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“I’m scared. Scared from being threatened with things like: you’re wasting the food.
Better to kill you off. I felt like I couldn’t go back to Cambodia, that I’d be killed
here.”
“Sister, I would like to sue the person who hurt me physically and mentally. Can I
do that?”
These are the words I’ve been hearing a lot since 2012. It was
during this time that I decided to shift from my previous work with
migrant workers’ health promotion to fighting against human
trafficking and human rights abuses amongst fishery and seafood
processing workers. It wasn’t an easy job, yet not difficult. I’m a
woman who promotes legal rights about the employment and
trafficking of persons to fishing boat workers who are men. Looking
from the outside, migrants who work on fishing boats do not have a
very good image. Their work is physically hard under the sun in the
middle of the sea. The nature of their work does not allow them to
wear fashionable outfits like office employees do. A common picture is
of them wearing fisherman pants or comfortable light fabric. The shirts
are also light and long-sleeved. They would wear anything that is easily
dried when wet and, most importantly, cheap. Their hair depends on
their chances to find a barber. Nowadays, they have a bit more of a
fashionable hairstyle. Migrant workers work on what we call 3D jobs:
the dirty, the dangerous and the demanding or difficult jobs.
It’s not easy for people who aren’t close to fishing boat
workers to understand that they’re actually just “equally human” with
other people on this planet. The different economic and socio-cultural
conditions can make a majority of people view them as “others.” They
become marginalized and can’t access the knowledge and services that
are fundamental to everyone, and that they deserve. They’re not given
the opportunity to work in their dream jobs. The countries they travel
to don’t give them opportunities to work with the skills they already
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have, or help build their capacity in the way a job should.
In 2016, my organization took on cases of human trafficking in
fishing. They were Cambodians, Burmese and Vietnamese. Our
temporary shelter is a four-story building that serves as our office. After
1989, when Typhoon Gay took the lives of numerous people, including
fishing boat workers, many were missing. Thailand started to employ
workers from neighboring countries such as Cambodia, Myanmar and
Laos as fishing boat workers. Back then there were no working
documents. Workers didn’t have health insurance or any rights to
receive medical services when they were sick. Songkhla was one of the
first provinces in Thailand with fishing boats. Since 1989 when many
migrant workers came to work in Thailand, we allocated one part of
our office building as a temporary shelter for workers who’d been sick
or injured and didn’t have anywhere to go. After thirty years, our
temporary building is still the same four-story building with no fence or
secured protection. There are no fancy beds. The dining space isn’t big.
But what all of us who work here care the most about is treating
everyone as another “human”, regardless of who they are or where
they’re from. They could come from different cultures and come with
traumas or physical injuries. Do we have enough capacity as officers to
take care of them? How do the victims take part in taking care of their
own lives?
These are the things that workers trust us for. When they come
to us, they are viewed as “human.” When these values are understood,
the workers develop the capacity to recover their own capabilities and
take care of their own problems with confidence and patience. Justice
procedures take time. People need to have some happiness in this
shelter even though it’s not their home.
People who know me and my organization and those who
come and visit to listen to migrant labor situations and supports for
those who are violated often ask, “Aren’t you afraid that they will hurt
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you and your staff?” I smile and answer, “I’m sure that everybody can
sense who means well for them. It’s not something that you can say, it’s
something you can tell by the way a person acts and treats you. We
have been with them. We took care of people who had mental injury,
depression, alcoholism or people who were mentally affected by the
drugs that they’ve taken. We’ve never had anyone who would hurt us;
the staff.”
In reality, “humanness,” whether or not you are a woman or a
man, when you look past their “biological sex” you will see people who
stand together in a family, a village, a city, a country. They could be
similar or different from us. But it will help you understand why “our
quality of life is not equal” while at the same time we are “equally
human.” We all deserve to have similar fundamental rights. When we
see this, we will not be able to stand it when other humans are treated
badly. This is because we see values in those people. Understanding
that was the start of my journey of looking for answers. That was what
brought me to this position where people call me and my colleagues
“human rights defenders” or “human rights advocates.” It is the best
position to use the knowledge and capacity that we have to support
people whose rights have been violated.
Today in 2019, on the surface we see that the situations on
human trafficking in fishery and seafood processing in Thailand have
been improved after the government tried to adjust the laws and
policies about migrant workers and fishing industries. Many laws have
been reviewed to be up-to-date and responsive to the problems in
fishing businesses. In 2018, Thailand moved up to Tier 2 on the
trafficking in persons scale. It was the best position it had held in nine
years.
Social equations change with politics and economy over time.
What we see today is not a simple answer for tomorrow. My duty is to
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make a journey that equips workers with the knowledge and capacity to
solve their own problems.
Khobpha is working with migrant workers to fight human trafficking and labor
abuses in the fishing and seafood processing industry in Southern Thailand.
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Fate
YEE YEE SAN

The sun was slowly fading away and the moon was taking over areas of
the earth on a pleasant winter evening. We three friends, who’d been
waiting for this time, sat down near a woman, about sixty years old, on
a couch in front of her house. Mi Nge, one of our friends, asked:
“Phwar Phwar (granny)! You said you would tell us a story when the
moon comes out. Can you tell us now?”
And Nyi Nyi said “Phwar Phwar! Can you please tell us a very
scary ghost story? So that these two girls will not dare to go home.”
Then Mi Nge and I exclaimed “Huh! We can foresee that
you’re the one who’ll be scared to go home. We’re not afraid of
ghosts.” Then we all laughed.
My name is Moe Moe. Nyi Nyi, Mi Nge and I are neighbors
and very close friends. We come to visit this elderly woman who lives
alone outside the village, once every week, when school is over, to
listen to her stories.
“Alright then!” Ah Phwar laughingly said. “Since you really
want to hear ghost stories, I will tell you one. After you have listened
you will be like: ‘oh no. We won’t dare to go to see Ah Phwar again.’”
Her laugh was not long. It looked like she was thinking of
something far off in her thoughts. I could clearly see fear and sorrow in
her eyes. Then she started to tell us her story.
“Once upon a time, there were two middle school students
called Nilar and Mi Phyu, they were clever and helped others who
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couldn’t study easily, so all the other students loved them. Nilar and Mi
Phyu were very warm towards each other and always together in the
classroom. People in the area admired their attachment. But, Nilar and
Mi Phyu also faced a sad time. What made them tearful were weekends
and school holidays. Nilar and Mi Phyu’s native places were different.
Mi Phyu’s family had moved to this area less than a year ago. They’d
both get up early in the morning and go to school riding on a bicycle
with a lunch box prepared for them. They became friends while
studying in Kantharyar middle school, which was situated in the middle
of both their villages. Although there was only one village in between
their villages neither had been to the other’s home.
One day, the end of the week came while Nilar and Mi Phyu
were happily studying their lessons. Both of their faces slowly began to
fill with sorrow and disheartenment at the thought of missing each
other. Then Mi Phyu said ‘Nilar, I will come and spend this weekend
with you at your place. Let’s go.’
They both rode their bicycles, passing paddy fields at sunset
and wearing smiles on their faces. It was almost dark when they
reached Nilar’s village. At that time, Mi Phyu noticed that the village
was very quiet, and no one was on the road in the village street. Then
two men who were coming back from their farms rushed to their
homes. When they saw My Phyu coming home with Nilar, they stared
at her with eyes full of worry and pity.
It took a while to get to Nilar’s house after passing through the
village. Mi Phyu got goose bumps and a chill ran down her back as
soon as she stepped inside the compound. Nilar’s house was a very old
and fragile teak house built right in the center of the compound and
completely coated in black oil-dregs. Nilar’s father had died about three
years earlier and Nilar and her mother were the only ones living in the
house.
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Nilar called out. ‘Mum! Mum! Please come out. I invited my
friend Mi Phyu from the other village to visit. Since Mi Phyu is here can
you please cook some delicious meat, Mum?’
Nilar’s Mum answered from the back of the house ‘Daughter.
Please put up with things for today. I will cook the delicious meat that
you like tomorrow.’
While Nilar was very happy to spend time with her beloved
friend, there was much uncertainty about this house running through
Mi Phyu’s mind. When Mi Phyu and Nilar were about to switch off the
light and prepare to go to bed, Nilar’s Mum, Daw Marlar, came into the
bedroom and put a white blanket on Mi Phyu then she gave her a wry
smile before she walked out of the room. While Nilar was so happy to
be together with her friend and fell fast asleep, Mi Phyu couldn’t sleep.
She had many thoughts about the house, which was far away from
other people, Nilar’s mum’s black dress, her dark and loose straight
hair, and her wry smile. Then, Nilar grew restless and her body moved
over to Mi Phyu’s side of the bed. As Mi Phyu was still awake and
didn’t want to wake Nilar up, she switched sides with her and went to
sleep.
Darkness took over the whole world. Then…
(Woo…. woo…. oo…. oo.,,, woo…. oo…. oo…) there were
dog howling sounds and the old house began trembling. Mi Phyu was
so scared she was a bundle of nerves but Nilar was deep asleep, even
snoring. Then the sound of footsteps came into the room (chut….
chut…. kwee…. kwee …..kwat …. chii … chut … kwee). Mi Phyu was
anxiously peeping from under the blanket fearing what was going to
happen. Daw Marlar with soft footsteps and a very dim lantern put a
thread on the right center of the white blanket she’d put on Mi Phyu
and put the other end of the thread through a hole in the floor under
the bed. The thread was placed on top of a big pot filled with water
boiling on top of a big wooden fire stove underneath the bedroom. Mi
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Phyu tried to suppress her fear while sweating and watching Daw
Marlar and wondering what she was trying to do in the middle of the
night while Nilar was still snoring.
After midnight, while the sounds of long and chilling dog
howls continued, Daw Marlar wrapped a black sarong high up on her
breast, let her hair fall down her back, sat down with her legs crossed
and closed her eyes while chanting incantations continuously. As she
concentrated on her task, with her hand holding a thread, Daw Marlar
was totally unaware that Mi Phyu was watching what she was doing
from start to finish.
In the morning, Daw Marlar called from back of the house
‘Daughter! Daughter! Dear Nilar, daughter! Wake up! I cooked very
delicious meat, which you will like, Nilar daughter. Aww, my kid has
overslept.’ But she didn’t get any response from Nilar so she went to
look for herself.
Daw Marlar couldn’t believe her eyes and holding her own face
she squatted down. The body of Nilar was lying on the bed covered
with blood and there were no internal organs left in her wide-open
stomach. Other than that, her eyes were blown out, while her hands
seemed to have ripped the blanket into blood-soaked pieces. Nilar was
no longer alive.
Actually, during the previous night, when Daw Marlar was
seriously chanting her incantations, Nilar’s body was under the blanket.
Mi Phyu had put it on her because she was worried that Nilar was
getting cold. She was shivering and sweating all over. Her eyes grew
bigger and her legs were trembling. Her mouth kept shrinking and
expanding while all the veins on her neck erupted. Her hands held
tightly onto the blanket. Daw Marlar, who was concentrating on her
own activities, was totally unaware of what was happening to her
daughter. Nilar’s stomach gradually swelled until she stopped breathing,
then her belly had exploded.
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Mi Phyu, who watched this from beginning to end, had goose
bumps all over and her legs were shaking. Filled with fear she managed
to escape from the witch Daw Marlar – who killed and ate all strangers
who ever came to their house – by sneaking out through the dining
room door in the back of the house.
When Daw Marlar realized what had happened, her eyes
became red and she began sweating heavily as she knelt down beside
the very unpleasant dead body of Nilar. She hit her chest and head and
cried loudly. ‘Daughter. Daughter. Eee … Hii … Hii … Eee …Oh no.
Why did this happen to my daughter? My heart is broken. It is my fault.
I was a nitwit. Eee… Hiii…. Eee….’ Daw Marlar kept crying for a
while then suddenly looked around and grabbed a sword hanging on a
wall. ‘Since you are not alive, I also do not want to live. I cannot live in
this world without you. Eee…. Hii … Eee…’ Daw Marlar could not
forgive herself for killing her own daughter, regretting it a great deal. So
she left the world where her daughter no longer existed.”
Here Phwar Phwar ended the story.
I asked her. “Phwar Phwar, since Nilar and her mum died,
what happened to Mi Phyu after her escape?”
“She suffered mentally after so much fear,” Phwar Phwar
answered. “So she was taken out from the school and given treatments
with a traditional doctor for a few years. When she grew up she got
married to that doctor’s son. That Mi Phyu is not any ordinary person
but me, the one sitting here right in front of you.”
I was sad to hear her story.
Then Grandma said “So! How was the story? Did you like it
people?” She turned to Nyi Nyi and exclaimed. “Oh Gosh my boy! Are
you comfortable there?”
Mi Nge and I laughed heartily when we saw Nyi Nyi had
covered his face with his sarong. “Ha ha ha! Oh Nyi Nyi! You said you
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wanted us to be scared? Now, it looks like we have to send you home”
I told him with a winning smile.
But Nyi Nyi could not respond to anything. Later, Nyi Nyi’s
father came to pick him up and the three of us said goodbye to Ah
Phwar. Then we all went back to our homes.
Yee Yee San is a young Rakhine activist working for peace and development.
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The story of Anwar
ASMAH BINTI ABDULKAREEM

It was the middle of a dark night in a remote village in Narathiwat
Province. She was sleeping comfortably on her bed in her bedroom.
She was tired that day. Her family threw a small party for her to
celebrate her graduation from a bachelor’s degree and to welcome her
back home after four years away in Bangkok. Her relatives and
neighbors all came. She went to bed early and went to sleep almost
right away, exhausted.
She didn’t know how much time had passed when all of a
sudden she woke in shock because of thundering loud noises. She
turned left and right, trying to figure out the direction the noises were
coming from. Even though she was in shock, she tried to focus on
what might be going on. She wondered whether the noises were hails
of bullet fire and stood up beside her bed trying to think of what to do.
After a while, she heard a sound like numerous rocks falling on the
roof of the house. It happened simultaneously with the firing sound.
Then she realized it was probably the sound of bullets falling on her
roof. The gunfire boomed like the shooters were in front of her house.
She was terrified. She crawled under the bed and lay there, shaken. The
gunfire continued for a very long time before it went quiet. Then
everything was silent in the way that it should be for a small village in a
rural area like this.
The silence was not long. Then she heard booming hooray all
over the village. She could not understand what had happened. Slowly
she came out from under the bed. She looked at the clock in her room.
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It pointed to almost half past four in the morning.
She was too scared to stand up and slowly crawled toward the
door of her bedroom. She reached for the doorknob, opened the door
and crawled to her parents’ bedroom, which was next to hers. Quietly
she knocked on the door and called her mother. Her mother opened
the door and helped her up. Everybody looked at each other in silence.
After a while, she asked her father what happened. Her father said
there was probably a shooting, but he did not know where. The sounds
were very near.
Soon, amidst the quietness, she heard the sounds of
automobiles and motorcycles passing by along the village road. Then
they heard athaan (Islamic call to prayer) calling for salah (Arabic for prayer)
all over the village through the masjid’s (Mosque’s) big speakers. Her
father said there was probably nothing more going to happen now. He
got dressed and got ready to go to the masjid for salah. It was her
father’s routine. Her mother and she would salah at home. After she
finished, the sky outside was still dark. The sun was not up yet.
Out of curiosity, she decided to go outside and find out what
exactly had happened. When she came to the road there was bright
light from spotlights shining on a building four houses from hers. Her
neighbors had gathered and were talking near that house. She walked
over to them and asked what happened. The answer was Anwar, an
older boy in the village, had died. He had been killed by the military
officers. Then she learned everything that had gone down that night.
***
Anwar, a high-profiled suspect wanted by the official in a
security case, had come back home. He was accused of being a leader
of the unrest and the violence in the area. He was dropped off by a car.
The car slowly stopped in front of his family’s small house next to the
road. Anwar opened the car door and quickly ran into the house. It was
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mere seconds from the moment the car stopped until the door of the
house closed after him. It was a very quiet homecoming. Even the
neighbors were not aware of his return. However, during that brief
moment, a motorcycle passed by. Muhammad had just finished his
soccer game and was riding home. The light from the streetlamps were
dim but enough for him to see the side and the back of Anwar while he
was getting out of the car and running into the house. No one knew
back then that Muhammad who took rubber harvesting jobs like
everybody else in the village, was a spy for the military and reported on
news from the village. When Muhammad arrived home, he quickly
called the military troop responsible for the security cases in the area
and told them about Anwar’s returning home.
At ten o’clock that night, the neighbors around Anwar’s house
were visited by the military officers. They were told to go and spend the
night at the masjid as hundreds of officers had already surrounded
Anwar’s house. They were afraid that people would find themselves in
the middle of any crossfire that might happen. The village chief and the
village’s imam were summoned to help negotiate for the family to give
Anwar up to the official. Anwar’s parents and wife insisted that Anwar
had not come home for many months. The neighbors also confirmed
that he was not home. Then, Muhammad was brought in as a witness
who had seen Anwar coming home. He described the time Anwar
returned and the way he dressed. The officers believed that Anwar was
in the house and decided to search the house. They got their weapons
and men ready. The search started at around eleven that night.
The military officers searched Anwar’s house by forcing the
village chief and the village’s imam to walk at the front. They followed
with arms. If Anwar opened fire, the village chief and imam would be
the human shield. The military officers searched every nook and corner
of the house. They looked in the closets, under the beds and even
under the ceiling; everywhere they thought Anwar could be hiding, but
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they could not find him. They spent five hours making four grid
searches. Yet Anwar was nowhere to be found.
When it was almost four in the morning, the military officers
started to get angry that they could not find Anwar. They threatened
Anwar’s father pointing a gun to his head. They said they could just
shoot and not be held guilty because he was being uncooperative to the
officers.
When Anwar’s mother saw that, she could not stand it. She
broke down in tears. She sobbed and told Anwar’s father to tell the
hiding place to the officers. Almost a hundred officers prepared to get
inside the house again. This time, Anwar’s father walked in the front
with a gun to his head. They told him to lead them to the place where
Anwar was hidden. It was a small pocket in the wall the size of a man.
It blended into the bedroom wall and was covered with a big mirror.
Anwar’s father knocked on the mirror 4 times. It was the signal agreed
between father and son. Then he moved away from the mirror.
Anwar knew instantly that the military officers were right
outside his hiding place. He pushed out the mirror and fired twice. The
bullets did not hit anyone. At the same time, hundreds of bullets were
shot into where Anwar was hiding. The gunfire continued for almost
ten minutes. His body fell. He was covered in blood that was still
gushing out. Bullets made hundreds of holes in his body. When the gun
smoke died down, two officers went over to check if Anwar was alive
or not. They blew their whistle three times to indicate that the suspect
was dead. The officers who were inside and who were surrounding the
house outside all cheered and cried hooray together expressing their
happiness for completing their mission successfully. Then they went
back to their camp like nothing happened.
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***
At 8 o’clock, she stood at the side of the road waiting to send
off the body to qubo, or the grave, following the etiquette for when
someone in the village died. Anwar’s body was being given salah at the
village’s masjid. Anwar’s body was not washed before salah. That was
the wish of the deceased and his family. Anwar picked up arms to fight
for their religion and his death was a jihad. She looked around and saw
neighbors, people in the nearby villages and many other people she had
never seen standing along the length of the village road.
After a while, Anwar’s body was brought down from the masjid
and was moved to the village’s graveyard, which was two kilometers
away. People helped carry his body instead of bringing it in a car like
other people’s bodies. She saw many people walking after the body and
crying out so that the voices filled the area, “Allahu akbar! Allahu
akbar!” Repeated over and over. She wondered whether this was a
funeral procession. She had never seen anyone else’s body in the village
treated this way before. Why did people act like they were worshiping
him?
When the body was moved up to where she was standing, she
started to hear wailing and crying amidst the resounding voices. She
recalled her younger days when she and her friends laughed from the
jokes that Anwar, who was older, would tell them. She thought of the
story that her neighbors told about the conditions of the body of
Anwar. They said it was so covered with bullet holes that they could
not tell who it was. She looked at Anwar’s body covered all over in
white cloth. Blood stains seeped out and left spots on the cloth. Now it
was passing her. Her heart constricted. Her tears flowed. Why did the
military have to kill Anwar in that manner? Why were they so happy
about Anwar’s death? She thought about how, in all of the fifteen years
of violence in the three Southern provinces of Thailand, hundreds and
thousands more could have faced the same situations as she had and
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could be feeling what she was feeling.
Three days after the death of Anwar, his wife gave birth to
their first son. She suddenly realized that Anwar had come down from
the mountain where he was hiding for so long to be back home to wait
for, and see his son.
Asmah Binti Adbulkareem is a Thai Muslim working for human rights in
Southern Thailand.
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Yar Ohn with six children
LWAY YAY AUNG

It was foggy and the rain was pouring down on the curvy road within
the deep forest. My friend and I were riding a motorcycle to go and
visit the village where Yar Ohn’s family lived and ask for news of her.
We asked around the village to find out where her family lived. It was
an old wooden house on a hill, far away from the main road. We had to
pass through even more curvy and difficult roads to get to their house.
I felt bad to witness the sad scene when we reached the house.
It was the seventh day of a mourning ceremony for Yar Ohn’s husband
and son who had passed away. I was so sad for her and the remaining
six children that I could hardly control my tears. The ceremony was an
offering made by relatives and friends for her husband and son so that
they both could rest in peace. After she finished talking to the wellwishers, I went to have a talk with her. She looked at me with teary eyes
and greeted us. “Please come and sit. Have you eaten?”
I told her that we had come to ask the family about what had
happened, that we had heard about her husband and son. After that my
friend and I went inside the house and had a chat with Yar Ohn and
her mother-in-law near the stove while she prepared green tea and tealeaf salad for us. She was carrying a month-old baby on her back and a
two-year-old child clung to her side.
Left to care for her six children Yar Ohn was quite tall but
skinny. Her hair was messy, her eyes were weary, and she was wearing
worn-out clothes. She was about forty years old and living in the village
with the curvy road near a small remote town in northern Shan State.
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There’s much instability in the region. Village livelihood depends on tea
plantations and vegetables.
Yar Ohn asked us to drink green tea and eat tea leaf salad in
Ta’ang language and brought us a tray. It made me think about their tea
farm, which was situated near the entrance to the village.
We asked her to tell us what had happened to her husband and
son. She told us the story with tears in her tired eyes. On the Saturday
of the previous week, her husband, who was wearing dark green
trousers and red-brown jacket, and her son, who wore a black shirt and
jeans, left the village for town on a motorcycle at six o’clock in the
morning. Yar Ohn and her children watched the back of father and son
riding away as they left the village.
Cold weather greeted father and son as they continued their
journey down the curvy road until they reached a three-way intersection
far from town. The father said “Son. Your uncle told us to turn left
when we reached a three-way intersection. I think this is the one. Turn
left here.” So the son who was riding the motorcycle turned left. As
they continued father and son suddenly came across something they
hadn’t expected. They were frightened when they saw two armed men
with long rifles wearing combat uniforms and dark-green boots. The
two armed men yelled, “Hey stop! Where are you going?”
I was so sorry when Yar Ohn went on to tell us she’d heard
from her sister that an armed group had brutally murdered her
husband.
“Who am I going to rely on from now on?” she asked. “The
two people that I could rely on most have left the world.”
I thought about how it was not strange for the others to see
such incidents because it used to happen regularly in our northern Shan
State.
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Then Yar Ohn continued sadly. “I pray for others that they do
not face the same fate as us. We people have no weapons so we’re
afraid of those who do. I can do nothing to find out the truth of what
happened to my husband the son. I can only worry about how our
family can continue living and how my children can receive an
education.”
Even though I didn’t want to leave, I comforted her, said
goodbye and left. I hope to see her again, to find out what changes
have happened to her family when we meet next time.
Lway Yay Aung is a young Ta’ang feminist, working for Ta’ang youth in Burma.
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A patriot
KANDA

I was born at Lamtukkae, Phuket Province. I am an Uraklawoi. I
remember that when I was six years old, the King’s mother came to
visit our village. I remember waving the Thai flag.
I felt I was a Thai person.
When I was young, I used to have everything; money, cars.
My life then was comfortable. Then something unexpected
happened. My mom died of tuberculosis. I only had my father. I was
nine years old. My father had a lot of money. There were seven or eight
women coming after him. Then my father remarried when I was ten
years old. His new wife had five kids that came with her. My father
stopped caring about me and forced me to look after the younger
siblings. Both my father and the new mother were addicted to
gambling. They were never home at night. I was by myself taking care
of the young ones. I took care of them until all of them finished
primary school while I finished only fourth grade. My evil stepmother
abused me in so many ways. I barely had allowances, clothes or food. I
would go to work with five baht when the normal meal cost twenty
baht. Sometimes I worked day and night and only received forty baht. I
never got to keep the money. My stepmother said we needed to pay for
the younger ones’ milk. My father never cared. Then my father and
stepmother had a new baby together. When I started to become a
young woman, she tried to kick me out of the house.
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I got married to my husband back then. We were only nineteen
years old. My husband studied the community’s history. I learned our
history from him. I learned about Uraklawoi people.
I became a volunteer in our fight over land conflict. My
husband said that in the future we would have land conflict. My
husband was among the first batch of Civil Guard Volunteers against
dangers in Phuket Province. He wrote our community’s history and did
some mappings. I collected his hand-written work, and from them, I
learned of the seafarers’ ways.
After the Tsunami in 2004, I became a Public Health
Volunteer and Assistant to the Chief of Village. I had a chance to meet
with other indigenous groups in other communities in Thailand. I met
with the Moken Indigenous Peoples Network of Nakhon Si
Thammarat Province and the Rawai Indigenous Peoples Network. I
had a chance to become a committee member and a representative of
the Uraklawoi people. Coming to the outside world to forums and
trainings, I met friends who fought for land rights. My husband became
a member of the Local Administrative Office. He served for two terms
before he died with no apparent reason. Everybody, including me,
believed that he was cursed and poisoned and that this was arranged by
an investor. Before his death, he was threatened with shooting. There
were gunshots many times at the house where I lived with my husband.
My husband went to live in Surat Thani for a month. Then after he
died, I fought alone.
Sometimes I felt hopeless. There were so many times I almost
abandoned the movement right there and then. But I got
encouragement from the Chao Lay Network and the people in my
community. It was fortunate that we had the information that my late
husband gathered before he passed. We fought court cases brought
against us by investors who wished to buy our land to build resorts.
They wanted us out of the lands. Five families had their houses
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demolished. They were evicted. Our case won in the Primary Court.
But the investors appealed, and we lost in the Appeals Court. In the
Supreme Court, we won because of all of the information gathered
from people and government organizations. We now have rights over
our own lands. Yet we still do not have legal land titles. We are
Indigenous people. The lands we live in were given to us by the King.
No one is registered as the owner of the houses that we live in. It took
a very long time for us to win the rights to remain on our land. We
have yet to continue fighting for community land title, so that we will
have protection and a guarantee that we will not be evicted again.
While fighting alongside the people in my community, I met
my new love. I married again to my new husband. He was a volunteer
for the causes of the community like me. He applied and was elected as
the new Village Chief. My life had hope once again.
My new husband had one child. I took good care of his child. I
knew how life was with a mean stepmother. I was determined not to
become one. This child loved me like his real mother. It made me
happy.
Our struggle and my work with the community are not done.
But we are gaining more and more allies. Currently, the critical issue
that we are facing is about our Uraklawoi’s burial ground. The burial
ground is a spiritual place for Uraklawoi people from 5 provinces.
There was a confusion in official documents. The burial
ground was supposed to be registered as a land at Moo 4 area (Moo is a
zoning system used by the Thai government). Instead, it was registered
as Moo 1. The burial ground is 9 rai 3 ngan in size (equal to 15,600
square meters). Currently, the Village Chief and I are collecting
information for the Chaolay Committee. The work is very important to
me as well as to the Uraklawoi people who live in the South of
Thailand. If we don’t win in moving the burial ground from Moo 4 to
Moo 1, we could lose the land to the investors. They have bought
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almost all lands in Moo 1 for resort businesses. Tourism businesses
have grown in Phuket Province. They impact our lands. Investors are
taking our lands and make resorts out of them. We will no longer have
burial grounds. We do not know where we can bury our deceased. We
will no longer have our ancestors who have been buried there since
WWI. Without the burial grounds, where could Uraklawoi people rest?
It feels like my heart is breaking. I will continue the fight for Uraklawoi
people and for my children.
Kanda is an indigenous activist fighting to reclaim ancestral lands of Uraklawoi
people in Phuket, Southern Thailand.
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A happy village
MON MON AYE THU

Zeepinpauk village is situated on the right side of Taunggyi-Meikhtila
motor road in Thazi Township, Meikhtila District, Mandalay Region,
central Myanmar. In this village, people mainly work on agriculture as
well as trading to some extent. The village population is about twelve
hundred and there are three hundred and fifty households. If you look
at the village from the Taunggyi-Meikhtila motor road you will see a
straight but unevenly made main road with trees of tamarind, neem,
peacock-flower, maezali and padauk on both sides, making it very
shady and green, while the bird’s singing gives you a very pleasant
mood and peaceful mind.
If you enter the village via the main road you will first see a
basic education primary school and a village administrative office. Then
you will see innocent students in uniform happily playing around. On
the other side, you will be amazed to see students together with
teachers in force working on school chores like collecting garbage,
cleaning the weeds and watering the plants in the garden.
The village administrative office, which is on the other side of
primary school’s fence, is packed with villagers. I asked village
administrator U San Tun Aung why his office is so packed with
villagers and he explained that they were discussing a national
verification card that is making the lives of all villagers who are
Muslims very difficult. This issue drew my attention because I am a
Muslim myself.
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So I asked the administrator to explain it all because I was very
interested. The administrator started to explain that the government
issued national verification cards in 1990 and since then they haven’t
issued any until 2019 not even once. In 1990, the administrator asked
the villagers to collect their national verification cards after paying 3000
kyats per person. Only one fifth of the village could collect their cards
and the rest could not. Some were not able to have national verification
cards up until the day they died. Those who did not have a verification
card had to go and ask for a support letter from the administrator when
they needed to travel.
Many villagers aged over forty or fifty years still haven’t had an
opportunity to have these national verification cards. A dream the
village people have had for thirty years finally came true when it was
implemented this year. “White Marker Group,” led by Aunty Lay Lay
Naing and Aunty Phyu Aung, was working to help solve land issues,
conflict between people and authorities, plus conflict between peoples
in Thazi Township. With their leadership and efforts, the rate of
national verification cards being issued became three people per week. I
thanked Mon Mon Aye Thu and Chaw Chaw Win of Thazi Youth
Network, who were working together with White Marker Group. If the
villagers had tried to do it by themselves, it could have taken months,
even years, and they’d have to spend a lot of money. I was very happy
and pleased to witness the pleasure and elation in the eyes of villagers
because the volunteer organizations were very sympathetic towards
helping people of different religions.
Mon Mon Aye Thu is a young human rights activist working with youth in Burma.
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From a Lisu girl to a human rights defender
KATIMA LEEJA

My name is Katima Lisa. It means a tiny Lisu girl from a Lija family.
The word Lija means people who have traditions and cultures. I am a
person from Lisu indigenous group living in the North of Thailand. We
live within and with the forest. I have seven siblings. My older sister
and brother married and moved out of the family when they were 18
years old. I became the oldest sister whose duty was to take care of my
four siblings. I cooked for them, did laundry and all of the housework.
Back then, I saw other children in the community go to school.
I wanted to study so much. My father took me to a school near our
house, but they did not want to take me in as I did not have a Thai
identification document. So I learned to read by myself using a wornout Grade 1 textbook that no one wanted. I lit a candle and practiced
reading out loud every night before I went to bed. And I studied with a
monk in a temple near our house. Some days, I had to go and help my
parents work in the rice field on the mountain. It is where Lisu people
do their farming. There were thirty households who shared the farming
land there. On each day that I went to help, I would recite my lessons
loudly across the field. When I went to fetch water for father to make
fertilizer, I would continue reciting. After a while, that land was seized
and taken over by the village chief and Forestry Department authority.
They kept Lisu people out of their farming grounds. The Lisu then had
to go and farm on another community’s land.
Then a man came and told my father to take me to a King’s
school in another community that was five kilometers from our house.
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We had to cross three mountains to get there. The principal took me in
because he had had a similar childhood to me. After I had attended
school for only one week, he was transferred to another school. I felt
guilty because I thought I was the cause of his transfer. I told myself to
work hard and be a good girl to repay the principal’s good intentions.
After I started school, my parents had to spend all of their time
staying over at the field, growing rice and vegetation, raising pigs and
chickens. The field was fifteen kilometers away from our community.
Every Friday evening, I and two other siblings would walk to the field
to help out during weekend. On Sunday evening, we would carry rice
back home as our supply for Monday to Friday. My life was like that
until I finished lower high school.
During this time, the prime minister banned opium cultivation.
My parents who had gone to live and farm in another community came
back to our San Pahieang Community. There was a land use problem.
Many villagers came back to farm in their old farming land that was
seized by the village chief and the Forestry authority because they saw
that there were still Thai people farming there. But when Lisu people
from San Pahieang community went to clear the land, they were
threatened by the village chief. A Lisu family finished with their clearing
and burning. They put up a fence. The only thing left was to collect the
wood debris and start growing rice. But there was no one to help them.
They were afraid of being killed because of the threats from the village
chief. After that the family was too scared to farm there, and the village
chief’s relatives went in to continue with their farming. Father went
through many of the same threats. On the thirteenth plot of land that
he cleared, he was shot to death near the field in the forest. I was in my
fourth year at university and doing my internship in a hotel. An auntie
from San Pahieang called and told me that father was shot by the
village chief near the rice field he cleared. I asked her whether or not
she saw clearly that it was my father. She said she had not reached the
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scene yet. I told her to make sure with her own eye and then call me
again. After a while, she called back and said that it really was father. I
asked her to check if he was dead. If he wasn’t dead, please take him to
the doctor. But the auntie said that the officers would not allow her to
go in. I called the village chief and told him that there was a shooting
near the field in the forest where my father was working. I asked him to
check on father to see if he was dead. If he was not dead, please take
him to hospital. And the legal process could follow according to the
procedures. The village chief answered, “He is probably dead.” I hung
up feeling upset and worried.
Father was dead at the scene of the incident. Police and
doctors went to check on him and he was brought down to Chiang
Dao Hospital. The village chief charged that my father was illegally
clearing the forest and shot at the state official. When I saw the wound
and the bruise marks on his body, I knew at once that this was a killing
used to teach us a lesson and to threaten us. There were too many
bruise marks. I had to gather all my strength until the funeral was over.
I managed everything in my father and mother’s place. Mother was so
sad from the loss of Father that she could not control herself. I had to
take control of the funeral and the guests so that everything went well.
After father’s funeral, everyone in my family was threatened and
pressured to lift the charge on father’s case. At night, dogs howled very
loudly around our house. Mother did not dare to come out to pee at
night. We had to prepare bowls for peeing. In the morning, we would
find footprints everywhere. Mother had to go to bed early. I had to quit
my job as I was also working to pay for the school. I cried myself to
sleep for three months. I had no way out for what happened. An adult
in the family told me to get married to someone for my own protection
and so that the husband would help with my father’s case. Many men
approached me. But I felt that borrowing other people’s noses to
breathe had no sustainability. Why did women have to always put their
hope in men? Standing on my own legs felt much happier and more
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secure because I could determine everything in the way I wanted it to
be. My life was mine. I would determine my own life. I decided to
continue my study. I told myself that I had to finish my school to
realize father’s dream. At the same time, I worked on my father’s case.
One day I met a Lisu sister who worked at IMPECT (Intern
Mountain Peoples Educations and Culture in Thailand Association, an
NGO working for indigenous people in Thailand whose officers are
indigenous people). I told her the story of my father. After that, the
sister called me and said that there was going to be a forum with the
Human Rights Commission of Thailand in Chiang Mai. She asked if I
wanted to report father’s case. I replied at once, “Yes, I will go!” So she
submitted my name and I participated in the Northern Region’s Forum
on Human Rights Commission of Thailand. I reported my father’s case
to the president of the Human Rights Commission. After that, he came
to the crime scene and requested all relevant official units for
questioning at Chiang Dao District Office. I learned more details about
the incidents. A Human Rights Commissioner also represented Father
as investigating lawyer even though I had no money to pay him. I did
not even have money for my food.
After that, all of the surveillance of my mother and the threats
disappeared. I could continue with my normal life. But I still had to
study. Some days I cried even before I took my exam. There were so
many pressures. I had only questions, with no answers as to how father
would receive justice. I decided to learn more from seminars and
forums so I could learn about the Thai justice system, so I knew how
to proceed. There were so many people that wanted to avenge father if
he didn’t receive justice. There could have been war between families. I
had to take care of it so that all ended well. After two years I graduated
with my bachelor’s degree. I also gained friends and networks. I looked
back at San Pahieang community. We had problems over land use, civil
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rights and rights to social security. So I worked on them. I had helped
all of the children in my community receive their citizenship.
Further investigation of Father’s case revealed that there were
six people there on the day of the shooting. There were no Forestry
officers. There was no proof of the claim that father shot them first.
The court ruled that father was shot by the assistant to the village chief.
Since the incident on 22 May 2012 my knowledge and experience have
grown over the seven years since my father’s death. I have fought at
local and national levels. Before I knew it, there were villagers asking
for my help on rights violation cases. I gave them my consultation free
of charge. I gave my support to them in the same way that I’d received
it from others. I wanted people to know their rights and be able to
protect themselves. I decided to work as a volunteer in spite of the
financial challenges this presented. There were many tests that came my
way. But I persisted in keeping my beliefs and continued to share. I’ve
been accepted as a Lisu committee member. Currently I’m in my
second term on the committee of indigenous women. I’m also a
member of IMPECT Association and Land Reform Committee. This is
a result of my work over the past eight years. Another reward that
reminds me that I’m doing the right thing is the National Human
Rights Defender Award of 2017 given by UNHCR and NHRC.
What also comes with working to help society are the risks.
But I will always believe in what I am doing and continue to fight. I
believe in grassroots people’s power. The most sustainable change is
the transformation of the country’s governing system from the bottom
up. That is how social justice and peace can truly happen.
Katima Leeja is an indigenous Lisu human rights defender working for the rights of
indigenous people in Thailand.
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A flower like a sword
THANDAR THWE

She was a sixty-five-year-old woman. Some of her hair had turned
silver, her cheeks were a little wrinkled, but her lips were firm and her
eyes were very bright. In a room that had been painted yellow, a young
woman wearing worn clothes and a ponytail sat in front of the old
woman, her tears flowing down over the thanaka on her cheeks. The
room was quiet except for the sound of her sobbing.
“My Dad. He...he…to me” her voice faded away. She couldn’t
continue. Her face was full of fear, hatred, disgust, and sadness. The
old woman wondered how much this young woman had been suffering
with pain. It was then that the old woman decided that she would help
with this case until the end. “Alright! Daughter,” she said. “I will help
you. Please tell me everything that has happened. Don’t be sorry. You
have me now.” The old woman calmed her and held her to her chest.
She let the young woman rest and settle before recording the incident
and letting her go. The old woman’s mind was full of sadness and pain
for the young woman. With a long sigh, the old woman closed her eyes
and slowly leaned back. It is quite certain that the young woman’s
painful experience had filled up her thoughts. “Father raped his own
daughter – Big rape case.”
A broad scene – A black car drove into the compound. There
were about three passengers. No one knew who they were. There was
a man and woman on a motorcycle. There were two women wearing
white blouses with black overcoats draped on their arms, chit-chatting
and teasing each other as they entered the court room. Gradually, more
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people filled up the room. You could see people with long faces,
arrogant faces, crying faces. And people who came in and out, people
wearing jangling bangles, uniformed policemen, people who were in
handcuffs, judges, lawyers, plaintiff, accused, plus the old woman
accompanying the young rape survivor in that noisy and crowded court
room.
A small room in a court. A person in black robes sat in front
of all the people a little higher than them. A stenographer sat on the
side, ready to start. Four women and six men, all wearing the same
black coats, sat with documents and ballpoint pens in their hands. The
old woman and young woman sat behind them. The whole room was
quiet except for someone coughing. The person who broke the silence
was the one who sat above them all in black robes. Then, the small
room came alive with statements, questions, and answers. Fear, anxiety,
and dismay showed on the young woman’s face among the sounds of
the court. She seemed disgusted to hear what was being said. The old
woman gripped the young woman’s hands firmly as they walked out of
the court together. Both of their faces seemed to have less stress than
before.
Soon after the old woman returned home, within an hour, a
tired pregnant woman and her woman friend entered the house. It
looked like it was going to be another case. The old woman warmly
welcomed them and offered some snacks – tea leaf salad, palm sugar
cake, banana, and hot green tea. After inquiring about the case, she
then decided to help the young woman: She was pregnant from being
raped by two men, who seemed to have broken other laws as well. The
pregnant woman looked up to the old woman full of trust and hope.
Since she’d decided to help with this case, the old woman now had to
make calls.
Her daughter, who’d been observing her mother all this time,
offered her a glass of water.
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“You should take a rest Mum. You’ve been constantly working
on many cases and look at your age,” she said.
“My daughter! I feel so sad whenever I learn about what these
young women have had to go through. I’ve gained merit and
satisfaction from being able to help them out. It hurts me and makes
me sick when I see their suffering. Trust me. As long as I am able to
help others, your mum will not die. I will be very healthy. Now, pass
me my high blood pressure medicine,” the old woman said with a big
smile.
Their conversation was interrupted by a phone call from the
police station. It was about a date she needed to be at the court
regarding a child rape case.
One day, while helping the people with various cases, there
was a disturbance in front of the old woman’s house.
“Hey. Old woman! Who do you think you are, trying to incite
my wife? Come out if you dare! Come out!” a young man was shouting
from his motorcycle in front of the house.
“Who are you? Why are you shouting in front of my house?
What are you doing? What do you want?” the old woman bravely came
out of the house and yelled back at the young man.
After hearing old woman’s powerful voice, the young man
seemed a bit shocked and toned down his voice. “Why are you inciting
my wife? She is trying to sue me now. I want to clear with this with
you” said the young man.
“All right then! If you want to discuss this matter, do not make
a scene. Come inside and we can discuss it peacefully. Let’s talk about
it,” said the old woman bravely.
The young man reluctantly entered the house, still displeased
and anxious. The two of them loudly discussed the issues that had
displeased them and what should or should not happen. After a while,
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the small room became quieter as their voices toned down. That’s right!
The old woman again managed to calm down someone who was trying
to attack her. By using her skills she made that person understand what
she was trying to do. The young man finally apologized to her and
asked her to forgive him and bowed down in front of her in respect.
After the young man left the house, the daughter who was
anxiously observing the incident said with karunar dawthaw (a mix of
love and anger) “Mum! That’s why I told you to take a break. What if
he attacked you?”
The old woman replied with a very proud smile: “As long as I
am alive, I will stand up and fight for the weak, for the women, for the
truth.”
Thandar Thwe is a NGO leader, working for human rights in Burma.
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Single mom
RAPEEPUN

A voice called out, “Mommy, mommy.” The owner of the voice was a
small boy with big round eyes. His eyes sparkled like those of his age.
The sound of his voice drew me, a working woman in her early 30’s, to
start walking to find the source of the voice.
Five years earlier, in a hospital, I met with a tiny boy. It was the
first time we’d met after nine months of waiting. I reached out my two
hands to hold the tiny figure in my embrace. The hug was warm. It was
the most miraculous touch. It came with the word “mother.”
I took two months maternity leave to fully care for my son. At
first, I did not know what to do and felt awkward with everything. I
had to raise him all alone. My husband had to work in another
province. He agreed to come back to visit me and the baby once a
month. At first, he came regularly as agreed, but after a while, it became
once every few months.
Of course, before we decided to have a child, we planned our
future together. We were determined to take care of the child as best
we could. I thought raising a child was a simple thing, feeding him,
getting him to sleep. In reality, it was not so. I became a mother who
raises her child, a cook who prepares meals, a housekeeper who takes
care of housework and, most importantly, I had to work. Yes, I had to
work.
As the end of the maternity leave grew near, I knew that in a
few days, I had to go back to work. Questions raced through my mind.
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It was almost the time I went back to work and the baby was still
breastfeeding.
“How do we handle this?” I kept asking my husband.
My husband knew about all of the problems, but he chose to
ignore them. His only answer to all my questions was, “It’s up to you.”
I felt numbed every time I heard that answer. It was the
starting point of my loneliness. I felt like things were hopeless and there
was no inspiration to continue living. There was a void of leadership in
my family. From when my son was born up until he was one year old, I
never received support from my husband in the way I should have. I
tolerated his selfishness. He took advantage of me by throwing all
responsibilities to me. I cried every time I thought of it.
Then I started to change. I turned back to look at myself. I had
borne all of the suffering and cried every day, yet I still had to do it and
live with it. I could not avoid it. One year was already too long. I
decided to separate from my husband. He agreed. At the moment that I
was free, I felt relieved and happy. I could smile even with tears. I
hugged my son and promised him; I am your strong father and your
gentle mother; I am your friend who creates laughter; I can be your
everything.
Now my son is five years old I have proven that I can keep my
promises. I do not know what the future will bring. But I always believe
that everything that happens never has an ending. It is always the
beginning.
Rapeepun is a single mother working with migrants who work in the fishing
industry in Southern Thailand.
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Dead coconut tree due to war
NAW CREECY

I often picked vegetables in the backyard of the staff quarters allotted
to us as school teachers. I highly praise and respect the villagers for
their love and valuing of the rivers, mountains, and the village despite
the fact that this village where I have been posted is in an armed
conflict area.
I was daydreaming one day while picking vegetables when I
heard crying and looked over at the soldiers who were eating coconuts
under the house next to ours. Then I saw Naw Thalaw Wah crying and
clutching her arms round her knees in the corner of a room where
there was not much light. When I went to that house to find out about
the crying sound, she quietly called my name, “Sayarma Hnin Hsi.” I
thought she wanted to eat some coconut because she was looking at
the soldiers who were hungrily eating some.
I went to ask for some coconut from the soldiers because I
couldn’t stand the pained look in her eyes. It was difficult carrying the
two coconuts back because they were so big and heavy. The soldiers
said the coconut juice was sweet and the flesh was delicious. When I
gave Thalaw Wah one of the coconuts she suddenly yelled out.
Crying angrily, she said, “I don’t want to eat it. Take it back.
They took my axe and cut my coconut tree. They ate my coconuts.
Bad people.”
I was shocked and a little bit angry with her unexpected
response. I felt insulted so I didn’t give her any more attention and
went back to our house to continue with my chores.
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When I went back to check on her about two hours later, she
was still crying quietly. Thinking this girl was irascible, I decided to talk
to her and calm her down.
I approached and asked, “What happened Thalaw Wah? Who
made you upset?”
The girl turned her head looked towards the mountain range
and said with teary eyes and shaking lips. “They killed me.”
Shocked, I asked “What? What did you say?”
Thalaw Wah wet her dried lips with her tongue and told me
about her childhood with her father.
“‘Po Mu. Come to me,’ Ah Pa asked one day.
‘Yes!’ I replied. ‘I’m coming. What are you doing Ah Pa? Are
you going to plant a coconut tree?’
‘Yes, I am,’ Ah Pa replied. ‘Do you want your own coconut
tree? Do you want a coconut tree which will be named after you?’
‘I of course want it. Will you plant it for me, Papa?’ I asked.
‘No! I will not Po Mu,’ he answered. ‘You have to do it by
yourself. You have to look after and watch it grow and not be
destroyed by animals, all by yourself. Do you still want to do it?’
‘I do, Papa.’
‘Let’s do it then. Papa will dig a pit. Po Mu will put the plant in
it. Alright! When it grows you give it a name. When it fruits the
coconuts will be yours. Your own coconut tree, Po Mu! A coconut tree
can benefit us a lot. It can give shade to people. It can fruit so that
people can eat. You can make a broom out of its branch. That’s why a
coconut tree is a must have for us, Po Mu.’”
After taking a pause Thalaw Wah continued with her story.
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“I was barely able to lift and put the coconut with a sprout in
the pit that was dug by Papa. We – father and the daughter – put the
soil in the pit after Ah Pa readjusted it. I went to check the coconut tree
every morning after I got up. I took a lot of responsibility for this plant
in order to not let it die or be destroyed by animals. I made a fence with
rotten bamboo. After Papa learned about that he came and put up a
proper fence.”
When Thalaw Wah was talking about her Ah Pa, her face was
clear with smiley lips and glowing eyes. I noted that she must love her
father very much.
“The coconut tree was named Thalaw Wah,” she continued.
“The coconut tree grew up along with me. When I played with my
friends near the coconut tree, I had to warn my friends not to damage
the root of coconut tree. No one was allowed to cut branches off the
tree. Ah Pa asked family members not to touch the tree without my
permission, so no one did. Ah Pa sometimes put salt around the trunk
so that there would be no bugs. “The coconut tree is a replica of me,”
she said. “I still remember.”
“Ah Pa sent me to school in town because there was no school
at our village. He came to visit me there every three months. The first
question I always asked when Ah Pa came was: ‘How big is my coconut
tree? Anything happen to it?’ Only after I learned the coconut tree was
doing well would I ask about Ah Mo and the remaining people at
home.
“I still remembered that no one was allowed to eat the first
coconut when I returned home from the town where I had been
studying. Ah Pa took it out and ate it together with me. I would not
trade the taste of the coconut flesh I ate with steamed sticky rice on
that day for anything. It was also fun eating together with the family. I
could collect some money by selling coconuts from this tree as well.
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“So when these soldiers cut it down without my permission,
it’s like they killed me. My life is dead” Thalaw Wah cried.
“Don’t worry daughter,” I comforted. “You can plant another
one.”
“No!” she cried. “Even if I planted again it would not be a
Thalaw Wah coconut tree.”
“Why not?”
“How can I plant it together with my Ah Pa?” Thalaw Wah
asked. “Ah Pa died when he was forced to serve as forced labour by the
Burmese soldiers. How can I plant it together with my Ah Pa?”
Then Thalaw Wah cried again. She continued silently crying
while looking for her Ah Pa who would never return home.
I couldn’t find the words to calm her down, so I went
downstairs where I overheard two soldiers talking to each other.
“This village is not bad,” observed the soldier. “Mountains in
the east and west, a stream in the south. And this house in the center of
the village is a most suitable place for our Major. That’s why we picked
this place. When the Major arrived, I cut down the coconut tree so that
he could quench his thirst and all the troops could also drink. This
coconut tree bears so many fruits that are also very tasty.”
“Why did you cut down the whole tree?” asked the Sergeant
Major.
“Boss! It will take a long time to climb and pick the coconuts.
It’s also dangerous. I cut down the whole tree so all of us can eat,” the
soldier answered.
“When you say it like that, it sounds about right,” the Sergeant
Major reasoned. “Where did you get the axe to cut it?”
“I asked for it from the villagers.”
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“So you cut down their coconut tree with their axe. Right?”
“Yes Sir,” the soldier admitted.
I thought about how it may not be important for the soldiers,
but this incident had become such a painful experience for Thalaw
Wah that everything she sees that is related to that coconut tree
continues to be memorable for her. Something she will never forget.
How many families have been shattered due to war? For how
long can this war cause individuals, families, and ethnicities such pain
and rancor? How long must they continue suffering???...
No rancor if there is no war
Naw Creecy is a Karen human rights defender working in Southern Burma.
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Inspiration
SUGARNTA SOOKPAITA

“Su” is the name of a girl who lived in a poor farmer’s family in the
rural area of Thailand. There were thirteen children. The parents raised
them under hardship. Sometimes they were stressed and got angry
when the children fought amongst themselves.
Su was the sixth child. She had to wake up early and prepare
meals for the rest of the family members from when she was only ten
years old as she was the eldest daughter and still remained in the house
at that time. The parents sent their daughters and sons to work away
from home due to their poverty. Su went through numerous incidents
that made her feel that her family discriminated against her. One of the
incidents that Su never forgot was when her mother and father ordered
her to work in the kitchen before they set off for work in the field. The
sons did not have to do this.
One day, all of the brothers and sisters went out to work in the
rice fields as usual. When they returned, the daughters had to go and
prepare the meal in the kitchen. While Su was working in the kitchen,
her brother came and asked, “Aren’t you done yet? I am hungry.” Su
replied, “If you want to eat, come and cook for yourself.” The brother
was angry. He came forward and raised his hand to slap Su’s mouth for
talking back to him. Su raised up the knife she was holding in her hand
to block the slap. Her brother’s middle finger almost came off his hand.
She saw the white bone underneath and blood gushing out. Su was
shocked at what she’d done and scared that her parents would punish
her. Her brother ran under the house. She followed after him feeling
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dreadful about the sight of so much blood and fearing certain
punishment from her parents. Her father saw the blood and
immediately rinsed off her brother’s finger and put it in place. He
soaked the tobacco leaves he was using in water and wrapped them
around the wound, then covered it with a piece of cloth that was found
in the house.
Then her father beat Su with the bamboo stick that was used
to put the rice pot lid in place. The beating was very painful. The
wounds from this beating became inflamed and left scars at the back of
her calves that have remained until the present day.
When Su finished lower high school, her uncle, who was her
mother’s older brother, saw that Su was good at studying. He worked
as a government official at the Provincial Hall. The uncle asked Su’s
mother if Su could come and serve for him in his house and he would
pay for her tuition in return. Su had to wake up at five in the morning
to finish the housework before she went to work in a restaurant. Then
she went to school in the afternoon.
Su wanted to study and put up with the hardship until she
finished high school. She was always a good student and could pass the
written scholarship examination for a provincial nursing college.
However, due to the unfair system, Su could not receive the
scholarship. She was told that she did not pass the interview. Su went
on to take another scholarship examination for a college of education.
She also did not pass the interview. She merely did not have any
connection with the necessary higher-class people.
Disappointed by the unfair system, Su decided to apply for a
teaching assistant position in a school. She was then faced with sexual
harassment from the principal of the school. He touched Su’s body
whenever he had a chance to. Su had to ride with him every morning to
pick up the students and every evening to take the children home. The
school principal would touch Su’s thighs on these occasions. Su felt
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uncomfortable at work. She told an older brother whom she lived with
as his house was close to Su’s school. Her brother advised her to quit
her job so that she would not have to tolerate it. Su quit her job like her
brother said. She felt better for not having to be paranoid about being
touched.
However, she still needed money to continue her study. She
decided to run away to go work in a textile factory with a friend she
knew. She did not contact her family for two years. After that, she went
back home and apologized to everyone for making them worried. Her
family understood and forgave her.
In her work life, Su encountered more unfair rules and
systems, like inequality between men and women in their employment
and promotion. Su became a labor union committee member and
campaigned about the rights of women whose jobs were terminated
because they were pregnant. At the same time, Su was pursuing her
bachelor’s degree.
For 35 years, Su worked to advance the rights of women
laborers. She became a labor union negotiator for women workers’
policies. She pushed for paid leave for the husbands to assist their
wives during maternity leave, equal wages between men and women
and International Women’s Day as a workplace annual holiday. She
drove her advocacy along with networks of labor unions at the national
level call out for social welfare system and standard minimum wage.
Some campaigns were successful. Some were not.
Then, Su saw that the status of Thai labor had become much
improved. There was more new leadership. At the time, Su came to
know a friend who was helping migrant workers in Thailand. She
worked with numerous cases of human rights violations of migrant
workers. They were discriminated against through wages, rights to
health and other rights specified in the law. This was the reason Su
came to work on rights protection for migrant workers who were
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among the most marginalized people. She believes, “All workers are
brothers and sisters.”
Sugarnta Sookpaita defends the rights of migrants in Thailand because all workers
are brothers and sisters.
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The meal for the people who are behind and
the day that flowers blossom
TASNEM

Living in a village next to the sea in Chana District, Songkhla Province,
one of the places with abundant resources yet much bloodshed and
tears, was Ka A: one of the people who fought against the construction
of the Chana power plant and was prosecuted. She was someone both
at the frontline and backline of the fight to protect their homes and
resources. The prosecution happened in 2006, when I was only ten.
The people walked for fifty kilometers from Chana District to
BP Grand Hotel in Hat Yai District, Songkhla Province, to meet with
Thaksin Shinawatra, the prime minister back then. He was on a cabinet
road trip. Hundreds of people from different communities and
students joined the walk to meet with the prime minister and give him a
petition that insisted the intrusion of investments and the prospects of
long-lasting resource destruction would be a result of the power plant
construction. These impacts would reach far and wide into many areas.
Many people would be forced to abandon their homes as they didn’t
have land title documents.
On the way, the walk encountered numerous checkpoints to
keep them from reaching their destination. The people prayed Hajat
(the Muslim Prayer of Need) for the success of presenting the petition
to the prime minister. However, while they were waiting to see the PM,
numerous negotiations took place. Some were not successful and led to
assaults between the police and the protesters. Some fled into the
forest. Some were charged after the incident had passed. Some were
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taken to the police station and military camp right away. Many people
who took part in the walk were charged.
As I grew older the incident made me curious and I wanted to
learn everything about what had happened in the past. The people in
the village were like my own family. Ka A was a strong female leader in
many ways. I spent a month living with them. It inspired me to learn
more. My mother was also a strong woman who worked with many
communities in the lower Southern part of Thailand. I wanted to
follow in my mother’s footsteps. I often followed her into the
community when she organized small activities with the villagers or
with the youth. I felt a connection with the people.
I asked permission from mother to go and live in the
community without a time limitation for my return home. Mother was
pleased that I wanted to learn. However, she had one condition, she
would not give me any money, but I could work so that I could have
some money for my time in the village. Before I went into Ka A’s
community, I helped out at my grandma’s car care business for a week.
I earned 1,000 baht. I thought it would last me for some time. I
planned to return home when the money ran out. It was the idea of a
teenager who just wanted to have fun and explore life.
The day I left home for my journey; my grandma handed me a
big bag. Inside were crisps that grandma made as gifts to the household
I was to be living with. I said goodbye and hugged everyone before I
got on my motorcycle. I rode from Pattani city to Chana District,
Songkhla Province.
I went to meet Ka A before I called my mother to tell her that
I arrived safely. As the call ended, Ka A appeared and took me to the
beach. She was also carrying a food container. We were to have dinner
in an important place for the resistance. While I was walking there, we
passed four houses. Ka A called out to the people in the house in the
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local language. She told me I would learn more. I looked around and in
front of me. Ka A was collecting morning glory shoots from along the
path to the beach.
My first meal by the sea was not only with Ka A but was also
with Ka Mo, Bang Soob and Ka Na. The three of them were fighters
and protectors of natural resources. Ka Mo and Bang Soob were some
of the people who were prosecuted for their protest against the Chana
power plant. Our conversation occurred near the sea where the people
gathered for their fight. They called that place lan hoi seab (razor clam
plaza). When the struggle started, that was where people would gather.
People built a shelter for their meeting that was used for prayer and
rest. Everybody would gather there before they took off for their walk
to meet with the prime minister. These important constructions were
destroyed when officers raided and arrested protestors. Later they
renovated the place as a remembrance. People felt connected to the
place. When they drove past it, they would honk their horn. It would
seem the spirits of so many people were still impressed upon this place.
My dinner that day started with many conversations. The food
was tasty. Ka A said that egg salad and tamarind was the best food for
people who fled into the forest when the raid happened. Bang Soob
had to sell his boat to get money to fight in court and help with other
people’s cases. Ka A was also selling anything she could. Everybody
only held on to what was most important to help their lives continue,
such as a truck to make their living. Some people, both villagers and
NGOs, who were arrested and prosecuted back then were now dead. It
made us realize that just to protect where we lived was seen as criminal
and brought on many years of court cases. All of that just for
protecting our home.
I was eating and listening to all of the stories that Ka A told.
Suddenly, I looked up to find Ka Na in tears. I put down my spoon at
once and reached out to hold her hand.
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Ka Na said, “It’s all right. Everything is God’s test to see if we
are strong enough.”
Bang Soob who was cracking a crab shell turned and said,
“You know? These four or five foods that we are eating don’t cost one
baht.”
“Wow!” I cried, my eyes widening in surprise. The big crabs on
our plates were not bought but were caught by Bang Soob who had
gone out on his boat that morning.
Bang Soob told me, “If you want to stay here, you have to
work for food.” Then he told me to go to sea with him at dawn.
It continued like this every day that I stayed in the community.
At dawn, I would go out to sea with Bang Soob and Ka Mo, his wife.
In the evening, we gathered for dinner at lan hoi seab. On the day that
there was a meeting about their resource protection in the South, I
would see many people gathered and united there to protect their
homes. One of those people was Ka A. She was the big chief of the
fighters. Deep down I always thought I made the right choice for going
to live with Ka A.
For the five weeks that I went to live with the community, I
became one of their children or grandchildren. I still called back home
to tell stories to my mother. Then I had to go back home as my school
holiday was ending. I still had that 1,000 baht in my pocket. People in
the community knew that I was leaving and came to see me off,
wishing me luck, giving me gifts. Bang Soob walked over and gave me
3,000 baht and crabs and fish for me to take to my family. I took the
fish and crabs and rejected the money. I told him I still have my 1,000
baht. He would not let me. We argued until I took his money. Then I
put it in the fund for villagers in their court fight.
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Riding back home, I reflected on many things in my life. The
sincerity of the people made me feel like the community was my other
home, somewhere I could always return to and be welcomed. All of the
dinners we had together touched me deeply and allowed me to
understand their stories. I believed everyone who tasted Ka A’s
cooking would have to go back.
My first dinner back home after a long leave was a change in
scene from the seaside to a house where my grandma and sisters talked
about my time in the community. My sisters smiled and helped each
other crack the crabs. The scenarios were the same. The only difference
was the place. I believe there is love in every place.
Tasnem is a community activist in Southern Thailand.
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Escape from hell
KAY ZIN

My name is Sandy, I’m eighteen years old and live in a small town in
the countryside. I’m the breadwinner for my family of five: father,
mother, my younger brother, plus my younger sister and me. My father
has no job and drinks alcohol. He yells and beats my mum, brother,
and sister every day. My mum’s health is not good and on top of that
she suffers from my father’s mistreatment. Both of my younger siblings
are in only primary school so they don’t understand much about what’s
happening in the family. I work at a fabric shop and my monthly salary
is fifty thousand kyats. It’s difficult to cover the living costs for the
whole family. I often complain in front of my friends and colleagues at
work about how hard it is to cover all the expenses with my small
income.
One day, a colleague at work and I talked about the hardships I
was going through and she told me that she could ask her sister who
had a friend who could help me get a job with good money. I thought
it would be great if I could make more money and have enough to look
after my family.
I was really interested in her proposal and immediately told her
that I wanted that job. She then connected me with her sister who
contacted me very quickly and gave me an address. Her sister asked me
to go to that place and meet a woman who would be waiting for me.
After I heard what she said I had some fear because I had to go and see
someone whom I had never met before and had no idea about the
nature of the work I would have to do. On the other hand, I knew I
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really needed this job to have a better life for my family, so I went to
that place.
When I arrived at the address, which was a room in a fourstoried building in a narrow street, it took me a long while to get the
courage to knock on the door. A very pretty woman opened the door
for me with a smile that made some of my fears go away. When I
entered the room, I saw a lot of make-up, nice shoes, nice clothes, and
beautiful dolls. While I was thinking what kind of job I would have to
do here, the woman kindly asked me to sit down. I sat on a sofa in the
room. She began by saying that she knew I needed money, adding that
I would not need to worry about money matters anymore. She then
gave me one hundred thousand kyats. I was reluctant to take the money
because I hadn’t done any work yet and this was twice my salary. While
I was hesitating, she just put the money in my hand. I asked her why
she gave me this money and what kind of work I was expected to do
but she simply answered that the money was just to help me out. She
said she would contact me in three days’ time for work. She told me to
relax and not to worry about money anymore because she could help
me out anytime. She asked me to go home because it was getting dark
and I came alone.
I returned home with many thoughts in my head. I gave the
money to my mum as soon as I got home. No one asked me how I got
the money or where I got it from because we really needed it. Next day,
I went to work as usual. Three days later, the woman contacted and
asked me to go and see her at her place. Usually, I have to work until
nine pm but I left my work at five pm on that day because it would take
about half an hour to get there. The woman welcomed me with a smile
and asked me to sit down when I entered the room. She asked me if I
was ready to work and I said yes. She told me that she would introduce
me to her friend who was a business owner who would give me some
money. What I had to do was go there and get the money from him.
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She told me not to worry because she would accompany me. Then she
asked me to change into the nice clothes and shoes at her place. I did
what she asked, and I was relaxed because I thought all I had to do was
go there and collect money.
It was seven in the evening when we left her place in her car.
After driving a while, the car stopped in front of a building in a dimly lit
compound full of big trees. I couldn’t figure out whether it was a house
or a hotel before I entered the building. I realized it was a hotel after
entering inside. The woman led me to a room in the hotel and told me
not to be worried. She knocked on the door and a man who looked
over fifty-years-old opened it and invited us in. There was a bed, a
dressing table with a stool, a normal table and two chairs in the room.
The woman and the man sat on the chairs and started to talk. I sat on
the stool of the dressing table. The man gave a stack of one thousand
kyat notes to the woman while they talked. Soon, the woman asked me
to wait for her because she needed to go outside and make a phone call.
So this man and I were left alone.
At first I didn’t suspect anything but this man suddenly hugged
me from behind and asked my name, where I lived and what I did for a
living. I pushed his hands away and told him he could ask me those
questions but not to touch me. He said he loved me, and I was
surprised why this old man would tell me such things. When I suddenly
realized that this was not normal I got really scared. He pushed me
down on the bed and tried to have sex with me. I begged him several
times not to, but I wasn’t successful. I was forced to have sex with him.
When he was done, I ran out of the room and cried all the way home.
How could I have trusted them so easily? They took advantage
of my hardships. I was so, so sad. I didn’t go to work the next day and I
decided not to go to work, ever. It was so hard to calm my mind. I
didn’t tell my family about this incident because they couldn’t do
anything but feel sorry for me. When I eventually felt less disturbed, I
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had to find another job because the family relied on me. I heard later
that that nice woman who lured me to the hotel was looking for me. I
tried very hard to forget all the people who got me into that situation. I
also prayed that I would never ever face such a horrible experience,
again.
Kay Zin is a young human rights defender working for inclusion and equality in
Burma.
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Life of Ah Aik
LWAY YAY

There is a poor family - father, mother, and a son. The son’s name is
Ah Aik. His parents are old and not able to work anymore, only able to
eat and sleep at home. Ah Aik is the breadwinner of the family and he
works very hard to look after them. He is hired from day to day and
earns barely enough for his family.
One day, Ah Moa, a childhood friend, returned from China.
He’d hardly lived with his family because he left home to work abroad
when he was young. As soon as he arrived from China, he visited Ah
Aik. At first, Ah Aik didn’t hear his friend calling him at the front door
because he was cooking food at the back of the house. Eventually he
heard his name being called, so he came out to the front and found
him. He greeted him with joy and asked when he had come back. His
friend told him he’d come back just the day before.
They’d started talking at the front door but Ah Aik invited him
into the house for a longer chat. Suddenly, they both smelt something
burning from the back – it was the food that Ah Aik was cooking
earlier. But Ah Aik wasn’t upset, they laughed about it and sat back
down to talk some more.
Ah Aik noticed that Ah Moa couldn’t stop smiling and was
curious. He started asking how well he did on this trip and jokingly
asked if his friend had brought back loads of money. Ah Moa agreed
that he had made more money than on other trips, and asked Ah Aik
why he wasn’t doing the same, why he hadn’t left home to find a better
job like him. Ah Aik wanted a job like his but couldn’t leave because he
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had to look after his parents and was stuck working as a day labourer,
trying to make ends meet. Ah Moa said he would help him out of this
situation to which Ah Aik laughingly teased him asking if he was going
to give him a loan. His friend said he thought Ah Aik wanted to have a
good job. Once again Ah Aik said he wanted to make good money, but
it was impossible for him. Ah Moa assured him that he would help
improve his situation. One of his sisters could stay and look after their
parents, he would help with their living costs if Ah Aik followed him to
China, and he would also find him a job, or he could work with him.
Ah Moa assured him that in China, it wasn’t hard to find a
better-paying job; his boss paid his salary every month and sent him
and his colleagues on holiday every two months.
Ah Moa asked him what he thought of this proposal. Ah Aik
was definitely interested, especially if he was really going to make sure
his parents were taken care of. He had already fallen for his words and
was very pleased with his friend’s proposal. He asked him to make sure
that his sister stayed with his parents and that he would take care of
their living costs while he was away. Ah Moa guaranteed he would live
up to his word, so Ah Aik agreed.
Actually, Ah Moa had already made, in advance, the necessary
arrangements with his contacts to bring Ah Aik to China. Ah Aik had
no idea of the plan his friend had for him.
Early the next morning, Ah Moa went to his house and asked
him if he was ready for the trip. He said Ah Aik should pack everything
he needed as a car would pick them up at the top of the village at nine
the same morning.
Ah Aik wanted to kadaw, to bow down in front of his parents
in respect before leaving but Ah Moa told him to hurry because the car
was already waiting for them. After Ah Aik paid his respects, his parents
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blessed him and asked him to take care of his health. They were worried
because he had never traveled before.
Ah Moa asked him why it was taking so long for him to leave.
Ah Aik explained it was because his parents were wishing him well.
Then they both got in a white van that was waiting for them and started
their trip to China.
Ah Aik had never traveled in a car so he got carsick after riding
in it the whole day. They stopped for lunch around twelve-thirty and
continued their journey but Ah Aik didn’t even want to get back in the
car because he was so carsick. They arrived in China before dark and
went to a house to rest. They were offered dinner with a variety of food
and drinks including beer and hard liquor. Their car driver, Ah Moa,
and other people were all eating and drinking together. Ah Moa kept
offering beer and hard liquor to Ah Aik until he was very drunk. When
Ah Aik was too drunk to realize what was happening, Ah Moa and the
house owner negotiated a price and made a deal. Ah Moa and the
others left him there at the house.
When he woke up the next day, Ah Aik looked around for his
friend. The house owner told him that he had gone, and he had to stay
and work there. The house owner didn’t treat Ah Aik well and he
became really stressed. His work was exhausting and after a while he
couldn’t stand it anymore. He tried to escape many times but was
always unsuccessful.
Nobody knew what happened to Ah Aik. His parents back
home also had no idea what happened to him. One can’t imagine how
sorry and broken hearted his parents would be if they learned that their
son was sold to a stranger in China.
Lway Yay is a young Ta’ang activist, working to improve the rights of Ta’ang
women in Northern Shan State, Burma.
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An unknown fallen star
KHIT LIN YAUNG

Do you think the clouds are pretty by themselves?
The beauty in nature does not need anything else.
The world is like “Kyee Arr Thee” - an inedible fruit that resembles the
raw trachea of a crow cawing.
There is too much pain inside very beautiful things.
Today, I was busy with organizing the International Day
Against Homophobia, Transphobia, and Biphobia (IDAHOT). My
mind was fuzzy so I went out of my room for some fresh air. Leaves on
the trees were shivering in the wind and flocks of birds were flying
away. I ran back inside the house when the breeze gradually grew strong
and it started raining.
“Oh shit! I have to shut the window of my room.”
I ran into my room and was about to shut the window, when I
saw something on the road. A poem; a blue umbrella, a lunch box and a
walking stick, wrinkled cheek and silvery hair, a pair of hands holding
another pair under matching umbrellas. I really admired this grandma
and grandson.
His eyes were round, bright and complete. He had brown skin
and his hair was not too long, not too short. He wore a white mandarin
collar shirt and blue sarong and he walked to the bus stop every
morning. He was a man but he looked more like a flower. His every
movement was graceful, but every morning, I noticed an unexpressed
feeling in his eyes. Every morning as he set out to work and shut his
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room window, he looked up the sky, made a sigh, and then started to
walk. I wondered at his expression, especially the way he looked before
he left for work.
What a beautiful evening. The wind and rain had turned to a
lovely breeze. The young man I saw every day knelt down near the
window of the house next door. His shoulders were shaking and he
tightly clenched his fists. He looked up to the sky and then stared down
at his garden. I wasn’t quite sure whether he was happy or crying. He
stood up when his grandma came and stood behind him. I could see
him clearly now as his face was closer to the light. He was laughing.
It made me feel pleased the way he warmly held his grandma’s
hands. It looked so gentle. He “kadaw” - bowed down and gave respect
to his grandma. He was such a gentle and polite young man. According
to our neighbors, he was also very smart at his work. What a complete
young man. His grandma went back to her room a while later and he sat
alone near the window again. I couldn’t see clearly what he was he
holding in his hand – a soft drink can or a medicine bottle. I saw he was
staring at it carefully. He was such a thinker.
When I woke up next morning, there were noises that I hadn’t
heard before outside the house. Where were these noises coming from?
It seemed they came from the young man’s house. I opened my
window and checked. An ambulance, a funeral bier, people with sad
faces, a refrigerated coffin behind them. What happened? Did his
grandma pass away? He must be very sad. By the scenes I saw every
day, it was very clear that he loved his grandma very much. I reflected
on what I’d seen last night – the way he had been paying respect to his
grandma. So, was he crying last night because he knew his grandma was
dying? Some images were not as it seemed, I thought.
My thoughts were cut off when the front doorbell of my house
rang. I went down to answer the door. As I live alone in this house I
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wondered who was visiting me this early. When I opened the door and
looked out, I was completely shocked.
It was the grandma from next door. So where is that young
man then? Then I choked when I saw the news on my phone.
The young man was gay.
He committed suicide because of unrelenting verbal attacks at work.
What I knew was that he was a polite and civilized human being.
He was a person who loved his grandma very much.
He was a person who always had a gentle smile on his face.
He was an educated person, a librarian.
So what was wrong? Was it wrong to be gay?
People in our Myanmar are so ludicrous. They’re very reluctant
to say – “Stop. Please don’t do that” – when they see an inhumane adult
murdering two people in the middle of the road; but they’re very eager
to use words as weapons to kill a homosexual person; someone who
was a good person, who was working to take care of his family.
I couldn’t imagine that it was possible. I won’t be able to
imagine it, ever.
For how long more will LGBT people, unknown fallen stars in
Myanmar, have to continue to fall?
Khit Lin Yaung is the founder of Transmen Association Myanmer.

